
INVENTORY OF CONWAY ARTIFACTS as at 10th December 2023

ART 160

BOATS 32

BUILDINGS 18

CLOTHING 30

DOCUMENTS 516

MODELS 20

SHIP RELICS 146

RELIGIOUS ARTEFACTS 65

COMPETITION CUPS 109

WINNERS CUPS, MEDALS & PRIZES 33

SLOP CHEST 83

TOTAL 1212

This spreadsheet lists all known Conway artefacts and their current 
ownership and location where known. If you can fill in any gaps or 
provide new items please send them to alfie@hmsconway.org



ART 160

Shading indicates photo in Conway Image Archive

ITEM NOTES CURRENT OWNERSHIP / LOCATION COUNT

Cartoons - ‘Sea Savings’
Donated by Mr A Hulton of Shell Tankers Ltd. A framed set of 12. In the 
New Block, eight were hung Back Stage, two each on the north and 
south stage side passages. 

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

12

Cartoons by Oakley-Beuttler 

Set of nautical cartoons by this well-known RAF maritime cartoonist. 
Presented in 1951 by Mr W Harrison on behalf of  Mr A S W Price, the 
brother of a ship’s master who lost his life at sea in 1917. They were 
hung in the House Games Room ashore.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

5

Chart of the Menai Strait Framed 2'6" x 3'7". Origins not known. In the New Block it was hung 
Back Stage.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Embroidered picture of the ship dated approx., 
1865

Artist not known. Presented by The Management Committee in January 
1955.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Engraving of Nelson
Donated in November 1958 by Capt. Coates Preedy. Used to hang in 
the Library. An inventory produced for the Paying Off in 1974 identified a 
"picture of Nelson Aboard San Joseph". It was most likely this engraving.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

INVENTORY OF CONWAY ARTIFACTS as at 10th December 2023

At paying off in 1974 all Conway's artefacts (all then referred to as "Trophies") were disposed of by the British Shipping Federation's Management 
Committee. For major items they asked the Conway Club Committee to identify suitable recipients but the final donation decisions were made by 
Conway's Management Committee, not the Club or its President. The then President, Commodore David Smith OBE RN, personally found homes 
for the figurehead, wheel, bell and model  The vast majority of items were sold at a special auction at Plas Newydd but we have not been able to 
obtain a copy of the catalogue to create an authoritative list of items sold. If you have a copy we'd really like to see it - alfie@hmsconway.org
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Etching of HMS Conway Donated by Mrs K Wilkinson in October 1959.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Load Line Area Diagrams Donated by Mr E J Quick in January 1956. Hung in the Seamanship 
Room.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Map of Holyhead Framed. Origins not known. In the New Block it was kept in the 
Headmaster's Office.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Map of (part of ) Anglesey Framed. Origins not known. In the New Block it was kept in the 
Headmaster's Office.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Map(s) x6
The 1974 inventory produced for the Paying Off describes them as "6 
Framed reprints of old maps". They were hung in the New Block Rooms 
E11 and E12.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

6
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Marine Pictures Set of eight donated by the widow of Capt. Broadbent in January 1956. 
In their time they hung in the Captain’s cabin. Subjects not known.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

8

Marine Pictures Set of 20 pictures donated by Captain Charles Birchall in January 1965. 
Marine subjects.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

20

Marine Prints
Set donated by The Marine Society in January 1962 having been loaned 
by them originally in 1949. Themes covered naval occasions. They hung 
in House Mess Deck.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

5

Oil painting ‘Prize Day - Conway Off Rock Ferry’ By J A ‘Haster’ Speer. Commissioned by Admiral Sir David Clutterbuck 
(26 -29).

Donated by the Clutterbuck family to The Friends and displayed in the 
Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Oil painting 'Conway Proceeding To Refit in 
1938'

By Gordon Ellis. Presented by The Management Committee in January 
1955. In the New Block it hung in the Captain Superintendent's / 
Headmaster's office.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Oil painting 'HMS Conway'

Specially commissioned for the New Block in 1964 by the wife of Mr 
Leslie  O’Brien Harding, Vice Chairman of Conway’s Board of 
Governors. Painted by Gordon Ellis, it shows the ship in the Mersey with 
the Liver Building in the background. It measures approximately 15’ by 
11’

Inherited by the BSF on paying off in 1974. The Club Sub Committee 
formed to advise on the best disposal options for Conway artefacts still in 
the school at paying off decided on 13th Oct 1973 that Mr Harding should 
decide on the painting's future. he wished it to go to the MMM but they 
were unwilling to guarantee that it would be displayed. It therefore 
remained in the New Block and was subsequently transferred to the 
Conway Centre. It remains displayed in the entrance hall of the Conway 
Centre, Llanfairpwll.

1
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Oil painting 'HMS Invincible Entering Gibraltar 
(after the Battle of the Falklands)'

By G S Allfree (04-06), an official war artist in WWI. Presented by his wife 
in January 1953. It was hung in the library

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Oil painting 'Nile Proceeding Under Sail Down 
The Channel'

By Gordon Ellis. Presented by The Management Committee in January 
1955. In the New Block it hung in the Captain Superintendent's / 
Headmaster's office.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Oil painting ‘HMS Conway’s End’ Painted on original Ship’s canvas by Mr J Anton, Ship’s Carpenter, using 
paints recovered from the wreck.1’’ x 14”

Donated by Alfie Windsor (64-68) ) to The Friends and displayed in the 
Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Oil painting ‘HMS Nile’
By B. R. Entwhistle. Commissioned  by Capt. B Matthews (52-53) for 
Captain E Hewitt RD RNR (19-21). In the New Block it hung in the 
Captain Superintendent's / Headmaster's office.

Donated by Capt. B Matthews (52-53) to The Friends and displayed in 
the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Oil painting of Conway on the Menai Strait Donated in August 1958 by Mr Cowap, father of an OC. 

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Oil Painting Portrait of Mr J G Beazley. The first Chairman of the Committee of Management. Donated by the 
MMSA in 1951 it was hung on the Mess Deck in the House.

The Liverpool Sailors’ Home Society in Liverpool own a large portrait of 
Mr Beazley which is thought to be the same painting.

1

Painting ‘Cutty Sark Off Caernarvon Bay’
Donated in July 1963 by Captain C Birchall. Artist and medium not 
known.  In the New Block it was hung in the Deputy Headmaster's Office. 
Framed 1'9" x 1'6".

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1
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Painting 'And Every Soul Was Saved’

It hung on the Lower Deck and “showed the starboard side of a steamer 
(the Denmark in considerable distress) at the moment of rolling to port, 
her rails crowded with people.”  Lifeboats were being launched into high 
seas. The passengers were rescued by the steamer Missouri who was 
nearby. Her 3rd Officer was L T Lucas (1882-84)

Not known. Possibly lost with the ship in 1953. However a very similar 
painting is held by the Honourable Company of Master Mariners in 
London.

1

Paintings by Hugo Schars-Alquist (x2)
Framed. One was of an ocean race, the other subject is not known. 
Origins and mediums not known. They were hung in the New Block 
Anteroom.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Painting by Leonard W Sharpe - 1 Subject, medium and origins not known. Hung in the New Block Rooms 
E6 and 8.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Painting by Leonard W Sharpe - 2 A Seascape. Medium and origins not known. Hung in the New Block TV 
Room.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Painting - A Full Rigged Ship By Godfrey. Medium not known. Framed. Vessel and origins not known. 
It was hung in the New Block Room E32.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1
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Painting - Admiral Lord Nelson Subject, medium and origins not known. Hung in the New Block Rooms 
E6 and 8.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Painting - Taeping & Ariel Racing Medium and origins not known. Hung in the New Block Rooms E6 and 
8.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Painting - The Death of Admiral Lord Nelson Medium not known. Origins not known but the 1974 inventory lists it as 
being hung in Rooms E11 and 12.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Painting - The Ship Marathon Painted by Oliver Godfrey. Medium not known. Donated in July 1963 by 
Captain C Birchall. Medium not known.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Photograph ‘England v Scotland Rugby Match’ Framed. Donated by Captain H F David RD RN in September 1926. 
Hung in the Cricket Pavilion at Knowsley Road playing fields..

Not known. It most likely stayed in the pavilion when the Ship left Rock 
Ferry and was probably sold with it and the grounds.

1

Photograph ‘The Cricket Match: Gentlemen v 
Players at Brighton’

Framed. Donated by Captain H F David RD RN in September 1926. 
Hung in the Cricket Pavilion at Knowsley Road playing fields..

Not known. It most likely stayed in the pavilion when the Ship left Rock 
Ferry and was probably sold with it and the grounds.

1
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Photograph of a steamship Framed. Vessel, origins and year not known. It used to hang in the 
School Office.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Photograph of Cadet George Hobson (07-08) Framed. George died on board and his father donated the Hobson Cup 
in his memory. The framed photo was hung in the library. 

Probably lost with the ship in 1953 otherwise assumed returned to the 
family or sold when Conway paid off, location not known.

1

Photograph of figurehead (x2) Framed. Origins not known. They used to hang in Room F21.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

2

Photograph of HM The Queen
Framed. Donated in February 1955 by Mrs H C Smith  widow of Capt. 
Wilfred Ward Smith (1882-84). Signed by the monarch. Used to hang on 
the Mess Deck in the New Block.

Not known but signed images of the Monarch are supposed to be 
returned to the palace once surplus to requirements. Assumed sold 
when Conway paid off, location not known.

1

Photograph of HMS Conway (x4)

Framed. Origins not known. Two used to hang in Room F21, one was 8" 
x 7" the other was 1'4" x 11".  The third was hung in the New Block 
Room E32. The fourth used to hang in the centre of the ground floor 
corridor below the Dormitory Block.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

4

Photograph of HRH The Duke of Edinburgh
Framed. Donated in February 1955 by Mrs H C Smith  widow of Capt. 
Wilfred Ward Smith (1882-84). Signed by him. Used to hang on the Mess 
Deck in the New Block.

Not known but signed images of the Duke were supposed to be returned 
to the palace once surplus to requirements. Assumed sold when 
Conway paid off, location not known.

1

Photograph of John Masefield Framed. Origins not known. It used to hang in the School Office.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1
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Photographs of the Nelson Block Dormitories' 
Ships

Each of the House dormitories had a large framed black and white photo 
of the vessel after which they were named - Andes, Mauretania, Nestor, 
Ohio, Rawalpindi etc. Each was donated by its parent shipping 
company. By Paying Off in 1974: Ohio had been moved to the New 
Block Library, Andes and Mauretania had been moved to New Block TV 
Room.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

6

Photograph of the Surrender of the High Seas 
Fleet in 1918 Framed. Donated in July 1958 by Mr H Westwell, Rhos on Sea.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Photograph of winning gig crew Framed. Origins and year not known. It used to hang in the School 
Office.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Photographs of P&O’s Canberra, Arcadia and 
Orontes.

Framed. Donated by P&O Line in November 1967. Canberra was hung 
in the New Block Table Tennis Room

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

3

Photograph of SS Canberra. Framed. Origins not known. It was hung in the New Block TV Room.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1
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At paying off in 1974 all Conway's artefacts (all then referred to as "Trophies") were disposed of by the British Shipping Federation's Management 
Committee. For major items they asked the Conway Club Committee to identify suitable recipients but the final donation decisions were made by 
Conway's Management Committee, not the Club or its President. The then President, Commodore David Smith OBE RN, personally found homes 
for the figurehead, wheel, bell and model  The vast majority of items were sold at a special auction at Plas Newydd but we have not been able to 
obtain a copy of the catalogue to create an authoritative list of items sold. If you have a copy we'd really like to see it - alfie@hmsconway.org

Photograph of SS Carpathia. Framed. Origins not known. It was hung in the New Block Room E11 
and 12.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Photograph of SS Cedarbank. Framed. Origins not known. It was hung in the New Block Table Tennis 
Room

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Photograph of SS Chosen. Framed. Origins not known. It was hung in the New Block Room C6.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Photograph of SS Lancashire. Framed. Origins not known. It was hung in the New Block Room D8.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Photograph of SS Orcades. Framed. Origins not known. It was hung in the New Block Room E6 and 
8.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1
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INVENTORY OF CONWAY ARTIFACTS as at 10th December 2023

At paying off in 1974 all Conway's artefacts (all then referred to as "Trophies") were disposed of by the British Shipping Federation's Management 
Committee. For major items they asked the Conway Club Committee to identify suitable recipients but the final donation decisions were made by 
Conway's Management Committee, not the Club or its President. The then President, Commodore David Smith OBE RN, personally found homes 
for the figurehead, wheel, bell and model  The vast majority of items were sold at a special auction at Plas Newydd but we have not been able to 
obtain a copy of the catalogue to create an authoritative list of items sold. If you have a copy we'd really like to see it - alfie@hmsconway.org

Photograph of Sports Teams (x26). Framed. They were hung in the New Block TV Room.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

26

Picture of HMS Conway 3 (formally Nile) 
Presented by Mrs E James, daughter of the Chaplin in WWI. Described 
only as a "Picture" it is not known if it was an original painting, a print or 
a photograph.

Donated during a ceremony on board HQS Wellington in 1976 to Kelly 
College by the Conway Club. It was received by Mr D Ball for display in 
Conway House.

1

Picture of HMS Conway 2 (formally Winchester) 
Described only as a "Picture" it is not known if it was an original painting, 
a print or a photograph. The Conway ckub Newsletter of March 1976 
records tat it was ponce owned by John Masefield OM (1891-94)

Donated during a ceremony on board HQS Wellington in 1976 to Kelly 
College by the Conway Club. It was received by Mr D Ball for display in 
Conway House.

1

Prints HMS Conway Two, both coloured. Painted originally by Gordon Ellis in 1939. Donated 
by Lt Cdr I Patterson (09-10). Hung in the Library.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

2

Print - The Fighting Temeraire Medium and origins not known. Hung in the New Block Rooms E6 and 
8.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Wall Charts - Set covering the Caribbean and 
South Africa 

Donated in June 1966 by Messrs J & J Harrison. Displayed in the 
Geography Classroom.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

2
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INVENTORY OF CONWAY ARTIFACTS as at 10th December 2023

At paying off in 1974 all Conway's artefacts (all then referred to as "Trophies") were disposed of by the British Shipping Federation's Management 
Committee. For major items they asked the Conway Club Committee to identify suitable recipients but the final donation decisions were made by 
Conway's Management Committee, not the Club or its President. The then President, Commodore David Smith OBE RN, personally found homes 
for the figurehead, wheel, bell and model  The vast majority of items were sold at a special auction at Plas Newydd but we have not been able to 
obtain a copy of the catalogue to create an authoritative list of items sold. If you have a copy we'd really like to see it - alfie@hmsconway.org

Wall Charts - Six Worlds of the Sea Set of six donated by the US Navy Dept through the good offices of Capt. 
J S Doherty, USN Senior Assistant naval attaché, US Embassy, London.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

6

Watercolour painting ‘Conway Aground in the 
Swellies’

Artist and donor not known. In the New Block it was hung in Rooms E11 
and E12.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Watercolour painting ‘Conway off Rock Ferry’ Painted by Sir William Russell-Flint, father of an OC who was also an 
artist. In 1974 it was hung in The Headmaster's House

Purchased by an OC when Conway paid off under the purchase scheme 
described in the row above. Now on the Wirral.

1

Watercolour painting ‘The First Conway 
Worcester Boat Race on the Mersey’

By Charles W Wyllie. Presented by Worcester to Conway. According to 
an inventory drawn up in 1974 there were "2 framed pictures of the first 
boar race on the River Mersey", both hung on the Mess Deck in the New 
Block. It is assumed one of these was this painting. 

Merseyside Maritime Museum. Displayed in the Life At Sea gallery. 1

Watercolour painting ‘The First HMS Conway’

Donated to the Ship by the widow of Baden Powell QC (1861-63) in 
January 1956. The painting was by her husband and showed the ship at 
sea with all sails set. It is accompanied by an ornate watercolour note not 
painted by him.

Held by the National Maritime Museum, London PAJ3073.1. 1

Watercolour painting of HMS Nile By Spurling, also used as the cover of The Cadet from April 1925 to April 
1932. In the New Block it was hung in the Games Room.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1
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INVENTORY OF CONWAY ARTIFACTS as at 10th December 2023

At paying off in 1974 all Conway's artefacts (all then referred to as "Trophies") were disposed of by the British Shipping Federation's Management 
Committee. For major items they asked the Conway Club Committee to identify suitable recipients but the final donation decisions were made by 
Conway's Management Committee, not the Club or its President. The then President, Commodore David Smith OBE RN, personally found homes 
for the figurehead, wheel, bell and model  The vast majority of items were sold at a special auction at Plas Newydd but we have not been able to 
obtain a copy of the catalogue to create an authoritative list of items sold. If you have a copy we'd really like to see it - alfie@hmsconway.org

Watercolour painting HMS Winchester’

It depicts Winchester as she appeared in 1822. Framed 6" x 21".The 
April 1974 Club Newsletter (a typed letter) reported that Mr Lord had sold 
No 1 and donated the money raised  to the Club Committee so they 
could purchase a large watercolour painting of Winchester (Conway II). 
The painting had been known about for years but its whereabouts had 
been lost, when it came up for sale on gallery. The Club resolved to buy 
it. It was then loaned to Conway. It was originally drawn and coloured by 
H John Veron in 1840, he was lithographer to HM The Queen. A copy is 
in the National maritime museum. The watercolour purchased by the 
Club was a copy was painted by Capt. W  Anderson in 1846. 

Inherited by the BSF on paying off in 1974. Subsequently transferred to 
the Conway Centre. It remains displayed above the south side stairs 
down to the Mess Deck.

1

Watercolour painting ‘The New Block’
Produced in August 1959 by the architects of the New Block (Conway 
Centre), Gornall, Kelly & Partners showing an aerial of the proposed 
building from the Menai Strait.

Inherited by the BSF on paying off in 1974. Subsequently transferred to 
the Conway Centre. It remains displayed above the south side stairs 
down to the Mess Deck.

1

Watercolour painting of OC Baden Powell Origins not known. It had an accompanying framed notice. It used to 
hang in the School Office.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1

Watercolour print ‘HMS Victory’
Presented to the Ship by the father of Cadet T E Lang in 1951.  Hung on 
the port side of the Lower Deck. In the New Block it was hung in the 
Games Room.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Minutes of 
Conway Club Committee Meetings record that "Boydells will eventually 
receive the more valuable pictures and instructions from the governors 
as to their sale. With regard to the remaining items a Mr Strong of 
Canterbury would view them and price each individual items; OCs will  
have the opportunity of buying them at an amount slightly above this 
price". 

1
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Admiralty Class Sailing Dinghies Three of these clinker built gaff rigged boats were bought in the 1940s. They 
were replaced by the MSODs in 1954. Not known. 1

Bourne Dinghies Six were purchased in 19 to with  sail numbers 8233-5 and 8431-3. Transferred to  Cheshire Local Education Authority in 1974. Current location 
not known.

1

Bermudan Cutter Flame Built in 1939 by Camper & Nicholson.  Purchased for £1,800 in December 
1959 She was no longer a Conway boat in 1964 but her sale is not recorded. 1

Cutters - Not known, believed to have been broken up. 1

Cutter Mast (top section) Approximately 18” long, decorated with ink drawing of the  Conway crest and 
lots of cadets’ signatures. See page 175. Owned by The Friends and currently displayed in the Conway Centre. 1

Cutter Oars Donated by Captain David Nutman (50-51). Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory, either side of the Altar                                                                               

1

Cutter Blades (QB Oars)
The Friends are building a collection of QB oars and now have approximately 
eight including, Summer 57 QBs,  Summer 65 Foc'sle QBs, 2004 reunion of 
64-68 cadets

Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Cutter Blade (QB Oar) At least five feet long and beautifully decorated with the Club crest, ensigns 
and term mates' names. Privately owned by Doug Jones (61-63 1

Emergency Boat A four oared rowing boat with copper buoyancy tanks under the seat. 
Normally moored on an outhall in the dock in the 60’s. Not known. 1

Fife - No 2 Morwys (white hull)
A gift to the ship in 1955 by Mrs Mabel Lynton-Vicars the mother of the late 
Mostyn Vicars, a well known offshore sailor. Beautifully restored in 2014 and 
sold to a gentleman in Switzerland.

Privately owned on Lake Geneva, Switzerland. 1

Fife - No 5 Thelma (red hull) Fully restored by Bill Thompson (58-61). Privately owned by another OC. Moored at Beaumaris. 1

Fife - Medrys Number and hull colour not known. In Summer 1959 Medrys was loaned to 
Conway by her owned Mr Roobottom.

Assume she was returned circa 1960. Owner and whereabouts not known 
although almost all original  Fifes are believed to remain on the Menai Strait.

1

At paying off in 1974 all Conway's artefacts (all then referred to as "Trophies") were disposed of by the British Shipping Federation's Management Committee. 
For major items they asked the Conway Club Committee to identify suitable recipients but the final donation decisions were made by Conway's Management 
Committee, not the Club or its President. The then President, Commodore David Smith OBE RN, personally found homes for the figurehead, wheel, bell and 
model  The vast majority of items were sold at a special auction at Plas Newydd but we have not been able to obtain a copy of the catalogue to create an 
authoritative list of items sold. If you have a copy we'd really like to see it - alfie@hmsconway.org
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At paying off in 1974 all Conway's artefacts (all then referred to as "Trophies") were disposed of by the British Shipping Federation's Management Committee. 
For major items they asked the Conway Club Committee to identify suitable recipients but the final donation decisions were made by Conway's Management 
Committee, not the Club or its President. The then President, Commodore David Smith OBE RN, personally found homes for the figurehead, wheel, bell and 
model  The vast majority of items were sold at a special auction at Plas Newydd but we have not been able to obtain a copy of the catalogue to create an 
authoritative list of items sold. If you have a copy we'd really like to see it - alfie@hmsconway.org

Gigs

All three gigs were donated to TS Indefatigable when Conway paid off. Two 
were rescued by The Friends from Indefatigable when she paid off. The 
Captain’s gig was beyond repair but the racing pair were in reasonable 
condition.

Placed in storage in Birkenhead pending renovation but subsequently 
disappeared. Never recovered.

1

Gig oars 4 captain's gig oars. (in order) 1

Graduate Sailing Dinghy Loaned by T H Whyat in Approx.., June 1960. The length of the loan is not 
known. Not known. 1

HMS Conway 1 The original Conway. Replaced by Winchester she was moved to Aberdeen 
in Nov 1861 as an RNR drill ship. In 1871 she was moved to Sheerness and scrapped. 1

HMS Conway 2

Ex Winchester. Replaced by Nile in 1876 and loaned by the Admiralty to the 
Industrial Training Ship Society for Homeless and Destitute Boys and 
renamed Mount Edgcumbe. She was moved to the River Tamar and moored 
below the famous Royal Albert Railway Bridge. .

She was eventually sold and broken up at Queen Anne’s Battery, Plymouth in 
April 1921

1

HMS Conway 3 Ex Nile. Wrecked on 13th April 1953 in the part of the Menai Strait known as 
the Swellies. Burnt to the waterline in 1956. Most of her remains lie next to the Platters Rocks but see Ship's Relics below. 1

International Dingy Donated in February 1954 by Bibby Line. 18' long. Not known. 1

MSODs

The MSODs (Menai Strait One-Design), were 20 feet long, built  of mahogany 
on oak frames, carvel hulled and half decked. The first four  purchased (in 
order) were numbered and named 18 - Lightning, 8 - Taeping, 17 - Ariel 
and12 - Flying Cloud. The fifth was 10 - Sobroan

All on Menai Strait. Most believed to be at Beaumaris. 1

Motor Boat No 1 Commissioned from Messrs Rutherford & Co, Neptune Works, Birkenhead in 
1926.

The Governors decided that No 1 should be gifted to a 'national' maritime 
museum where she could be displayed. Several were invited to take her 
including Liverpool, Greenwich and "Exmouth" but all declined. The April 
1974 Club Newsletter (a typed letter) reported that Mr Lord had therefore tried 
to find a buyer on the open market but that there were "no takers" at a 
commercial price. He therefore decided to sell her for the best price he could 
get and she then sold. The buyer and sale price were not recorded. The 
money was gifted to the Club Committee so they could purchase a large 
watercolour painting of Winchester (Conway II). The painting was then loaned 
to Conway. It is understood that TS Indefatigable was No 1's new owner but 
that has not been confirmed to date.

1
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At paying off in 1974 all Conway's artefacts (all then referred to as "Trophies") were disposed of by the British Shipping Federation's Management Committee. 
For major items they asked the Conway Club Committee to identify suitable recipients but the final donation decisions were made by Conway's Management 
Committee, not the Club or its President. The then President, Commodore David Smith OBE RN, personally found homes for the figurehead, wheel, bell and 
model  The vast majority of items were sold at a special auction at Plas Newydd but we have not been able to obtain a copy of the catalogue to create an 
authoritative list of items sold. If you have a copy we'd really like to see it - alfie@hmsconway.org

Motor Boat No 2

Acquired on 1st December 1919. She had been built by W H Rowland & 
Sons, Anglesey as a motor sea fishing yacht but was only used for one 
season before being returned to the builder who sold her onto Conway 
having fitted a new 20hp Brooke motor. She was 31’ 6” long with a beam of 7’ 
and came from the Strait to Rock Ferry under her own power.

Transferred to TS Indefatigable in 1974 but no further information after that. 1

Motor Boat No 2's engine plate Engine make: Ailsa Craig  (Ricardo), Engine Type: RF2, BHP 20. No.                    
7399.

Donated by Captain P.H. Morgan (59-62) to The Friends and displayed in the 
Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Motor Boat No 2's engine See previous entry. Recognised by one of her engineers in Birkenhead Technical College in 
1971!

1

Pinnace
Donated to Conway by Holts at the end of the war - obtained from a British 
merchantman the Glengarry captured by the Germans and converted into a 
raider in Copenhagen.

Judged beyond economical repair in 1970. She was beached in the dock, 
stripped of fittings and burnt.

1

Pinnace’s Mast Head Light na Donated by Members of the Australian Conway Club to The Friends and 
displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Rudder Stock - Captain's Gig Retrieved from TS Indefatigable by The Friends when she paid off. Donated to TS Conway by The Friends in 2020. 1

Rudder Stock - Gig Retrieved from TS Indefatigable by The Friends when she paid off. Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Speedboat Flamingo Donated by John D Hughes MBE AMI MAR E in February 1961. The boat 
had an outboard motor. Nothing known about this vessel. 1

Tillers Two tillers from various boats that belonged to Conway          Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory.

1

Water Boat / Juice Barge Original Pre 1941 water boat Foundered during transit from Rock Ferry to Menai Strait in 1941. 1
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At paying off in 1974 all Conway's artefacts (all then referred to as "Trophies") were disposed of by the British Shipping Federation's Management Committee. 
For major items they asked the Conway Club Committee to identify suitable recipients but the final donation decisions were made by Conway's Management 
Committee, not the Club or its President. The then President, Commodore David Smith OBE RN, personally found homes for the figurehead, wheel, bell and 
model  The vast majority of items were sold at a special auction at Plas Newydd but we have not been able to obtain a copy of the catalogue to create an 
authoritative list of items sold. If you have a copy we'd really like to see it - alfie@hmsconway.org

Water Boat / Juice Barge Second

The post 1941 water boat called Arthur Bibby was bought from Indefatigable.  
She was built in 1932 by The Enterprise Small Craft Co of Rock Ferry. She 
was 36' long, 10' broad, had large water tanks capable of holding 1,800 
gallons of fresh water and had a very low freeboard. There was no cover at all 
on deck; the cox’n stood right aft with a wheel driving chains to the rudder. 
With a 30 hp Kelvin engine she was not particularly manoeuvrable due to her 
weight and low power.

Not known. Assumed to have been disposed of after the loss of the ship 
in1953.

1
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BANGOR / GLYNN GARTH

Bryn Mell Sanatorium Loaned to Conway  during WWII and returned to the White Star Line family owner after the 
war. 

Eventually sold by the owner. Was for many years a private nursing home. Between 2013 
and 2017 it was converted into luxury retirement flats. 

1

PLAS NEWYDD

Canteen The Canteen at Plas Newydd was originally the estate’s dairy farm. Now the National Trust 
(NT) shop and cafeteria. 

Only ever leased from the Marquis. Turned over to the Cheshire Local Education Authority by 
Conway Governors in 1974. Later acquired by the National Trust (NT). 

1

Conway  Chapel Paid for and built by the Conway Club and donated to the Ship. Designed by  a Mr knowles. 
Now deconsecrated. As for the Canteen above. Now leased to the Conway Centre. 

1

Dock Now used by the Conway Centre. As for the Canteen above but now leased to the Conway Centre. 
1

Huts at the Camp When the New Block opened in 1964 some huts were sold and the rest were destroyed. At 
least one survives privately owned on Anglesey. The site of the camp is owned by the NT and used as their visitors’ car park. 

1

Huts - Mess Deck / Chapel 
Hut

It was moved to the back of the New Block in 1964 to be the Chapel Hut.  It is still there and is 
now the Conway Centre shop. Owned by the NT and leased to the Conway Centre. 

1

Huts - Kelvin Block Yard One of the two huts is still in situ and is used as a store by the Conway Centre. Owned by the NT and leased to the Conway Centre. 
1

Kelvin Block The gym houses a climbing wall, the ablutions are storerooms, the labs are printing rooms, 
classrooms are classrooms and the flats are still flats. As for the Canteen above but now leased to the Conway Centre. 

1

Nelson Block
Dormitory floors are NT offices and storage space. Sick Bay has been  converted into staff 
flats. The Mess Deck is a second hand bookshop and the ground floor contains display 
rooms.

As for the Canteen above. See Chapter 20.

1

New Block & Houses Now home to The Conway Centre, the UK’s largest children’s outdoor activity centre. Houses 
converted into staff accommodation. As for the Canteen above but now leased to the Conway Centre.

1

Plas Newydd House The Marquis still has a flat in part of the house but most is open to the public. See Chapter 21. All now owned by the NT.
1

ROCK FERRY

Boat Store
In 1921 a plan of Rock Ferry showed a Conway Boat Store on land to the left of the Rock 
Ferry Ticket Office. In 2021 the site was cleared for re-development and no trace of the store 
remains.

Never owned by Conway, only rented from Birkenhead Council. The land is now owned by 
the Rock Ferry Waterfront Trust.

1

Conway House (the 
Sanitorium)

Since demolished and replaced by a residential tower block with a very distinctive colour 
scheme.

Sold with the playing fields to Wirral Council after WWII when it was decided that Conway 
would not return to the Mersey. 

1

Rock House Still exists on Rock Lane but its use by Conway is not known. The owner in 2022 was aware 
of its links to the ship. Never owned by Conway, only rented from its owner, a sea captain. It is now privately owned.

1

Sports Pavilion Since demolished and replaced by a new sports pavilion for Shore United football club. That 
too has now been demolished. As for  Conway House. 

1

Playing Fields (Knowlsey 
Road) Most re-developed but part is still used as playing fields, known locally as the Conway Fields. As for  Conway House. 

1

Playing Fields (St Peter's 
Road) Conway’s original sports field. Now home ground for Cammell Laird's football team. Sold to Cammell Laird in 1904 by the MMSA when the fields became too small and were 

replaced by Knowlsey Road fields.
1

Willow House The original Sanitorium used before Conway House was built. It’s location is not known other than that it must have been close to Rock Ferry Pier.  
1

INVENTORY OF CONWAY ARTIFACTS as at 30th November 2023

At paying off in 1974 all Conway's artefacts (all then referred to as "Trophies") were disposed of by the British Shipping Federation's Management Committee. For major items they asked 
the Conway Club Committee to identify suitable recipients but the final donation decisions were made by Conway's Management Committee, not the Club or its President. The then 
President, Commodore David Smith OBE RN, personally found homes for the figurehead, wheel, bell and model  The vast majority of items were sold at a special auction at Plas Newydd 
but we have not been able to obtain a copy of the catalogue to create an authoritative list of items sold. If you have a copy we'd really like to see it - alfie@hmsconway.org
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Band Badge - Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

Band - Bass Drummer’s Leopard Skin 
Apron

Two skins were donated to Conway in September 1956. One donated by 
Messrs Barry and Holman of Adzi, S Rhodesia, the other by Mr D 
Somerville of Devali Ranch, Mutali, S Rhodesia. The donations were 
arranged by Sewill (22-24) and Gray (43-45). They were transported to the 
UK by Blue Funnel. One was made into an apron for the band’s bass 
drummer. The fate of the second is not known.

Sold when Conway paid off, assume with the band instruments, location 
not known.

1

Band - Drum Major’s Mace & Sash Donated to Conway by D J B Jones (61-63) in September 1964. Donated to The Friends by D J B Jones (61-63) in Feb 2019. Currently 
held by Peter Gasson awaiting collection

1

Bicorn Dress Hat
Donated Anon., including hard carrying case circa 1889. Belonged to 
Commander Harvey William Broadbent RNR (1880 - 81). Chief Officer in 
1900. Capt. Superintendent 03-29.

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

Blazer badge - Conway Club - Donated by J Tupholme (26-28) to The Friends and displayed in the 
Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Blazer badge - School - Donated by J Tupholme (26-28) to The Friends and displayed in the 
Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Cadet RNR Uniform Flash - Donated by John Southwood (55-57) to The Friends and displayed in the 
Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Cap - Rowing - Donated by an OC to The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

Cap - Rugby Four
Donated by G Arndale (35-37), Capt. G ‘Tubby’ Hayes (36-38), R Ogilvy 
(37-39) and C woods-Hill (19-21) to The Friends and displayed in the 
Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Cap - Rugby Donated by Capt. G Hayes (36-38) Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

Cap - Sports - Donated by an OC to The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

Cap Badge - Captain Superintendent's - Donated by an OC to The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

Cap Badge - Executive Officer's - Donated by an OC to The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

At paying off in 1974 all Conway's artefacts (all then referred to as "Trophies") were disposed of by the British Shipping Federation's Management 
Committee. For major items they asked the Conway Club Committee to identify suitable recipients but the final donation decisions were made by 
Conway's Management Committee, not the Club or its President. The then President, Commodore David Smith OBE RN, personally found homes for 
the figurehead, wheel, bell and model  The vast majority of items were sold at a special auction at Plas Newydd but we have not been able to obtain a 
copy of the catalogue to create an authoritative list of items sold. If you have a copy we'd really like to see it - alfie@hmsconway.org
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Cap Badge - Petty Officer's - Donated by an OC to The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

Colours  - Athletics - Donated by an OC to The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

Colours  - Rowing - Donated by an OC to The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

Colours  - Rugby - Donated by Capt. G ‘Tubby’ Hayes (36-38) to The Friends and displayed 
in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Colours  - Sailing  - Donated by John Southwood (55-57) to The Friends and displayed in the 
Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Colours  - Swimming - Donated by John Southwood (55-57) to The Friends and displayed in the 
Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Conway Club Lapel Pin - Donated by J Tupholme (26-28) to The Friends and displayed in the 
Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Conway Club Tie - Donated by J Tupholme (26-28) to The Friends and displayed in the 
Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Monkey Jacket - Donated by an OC to The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

Oilskins & Sowester - The Friends & Peter Gasson both have sets. 1

Penknife Standard 1960’s era black “bosun’s” penknife with standard blade, bottle 
opener and marlin spike.

Donated to The Friends by the ship’s engineer and displayed in the 
Conway Centre.

1

Rate badge - JCC - Donated by John Southwood (55-57) to The Friends and displayed in the 
Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Rate badge - SCC - Donated by an OC to The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

Reefer Jacket - Donated by W N Thompson (58-61) to The Friends and displayed in the 
Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Rowing Cap Light red with crossed yellow oars. See page 162. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1
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Rugby Cap Three, dark red with silvered piping and tassels. See page 162. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

Working Rig Belt Standard 1960’s era RN issue heavy blue canvas belt with metal buckle 
and small double buttoned pouch.

Donated to The Friends by the ship’s engineer and displayed in the 
Conway Centre.

1
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(copy of) Address to HM The Queen by the Conway Club, 
on the occasion of her Silver Jubilee na Owned by the Friends of H.M.S. Conway and kept in the Conway 

Chapel at Birkenhead Priory 
1

(copy of) Address to HM The Queen by the Conway Club, 
on the occasion of her Silver Jubilee Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        

items donated variously by the Club and Friends
1

Annual Reports 1859-1894 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Articles of Association 1963 2 different copies Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Bible (Capt. Price Prize summer 55, presented to F Martin. 
Signed by TEWB) na Owned by the Friends of H.M.S. Conway and kept in the Conway 

Chapel at Birkenhead Priory 
1

Builder's plans na National Maritime  Museum, Greenwich.                                                                 
(Inherited from RN)

1

Cadet Accounts Book 13 Oct 1971 - Dec 1971 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Cadet Accounts Book 1970 - 1971 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Cadet Bursaries, Scholarships & Prizes (1933 to 1968) 9 lists. Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
Donated by the MMSA.

9

Cadet Class Lists (1960 to 1967) 28 lists. Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
Donated by the MMSA.

28

Cadet Register Books (44) & Indexes Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

45

Caernarvon Harbour Board papers
Some papers relate to the laying of the ship's moorings in 1949 
and some to the loss of the ship and repsoinisbility for the wreck 
and its disposal

Gifted by the Harbour Trust to Gwynedd County Council 1

Canteen Accounts Book Sep 1953 - Jul 1972 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Captain's Rounds Book 1956 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Captain Superintendent's standing orders 1949-1964 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

At paying off in 1974 all Conway's artefacts (all then referred to as "Trophies") were disposed of by the British Shipping Federation's 
Management Committee. For major items they asked the Conway Club Committee to identify suitable recipients but the final donation 
decisions were made by Conway's Management Committee, not the Club or its President. The then President, Commodore David 
Smith OBE RN, personally found homes for the figurehead, wheel, bell and model  The vast majority of items were sold at a special 
auction at Plas Newydd but we have not been able to obtain a copy of the catalogue to create an authoritative list of items sold. If you 
have a copy we'd really like to see it - alfie@hmsconway.org
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Cartoons "Spotlight" series drawn by WO J Oliver na Donated by Cdr P J Clarke (staff) to the Friends of H.M.S. 
Conway and kept in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory 

1

Centenary Appeal Fund Reports (covering the opening of 
the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory) na Owned by the Friends of H.M.S. Conway and kept in the Conway 

Chapel at Birkenhead Priory 
1

Centenary Service Bangor Cathedral 1959 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Certificate of Merit - Sextant Class                                                   
(Frank Bevis (22-24)) na

Donated by Mrs Peggy Bevis on 27th May 2004, previously the 
property of her husband Frank Bevis (22-24)  to the Friends of 
H.M.S. Conway and kept in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory 

1

Chapel Dedication Service 1973 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Chief Officer Douglas Lane Papers Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Conway Double Extra Certificate                                                            
(A W Sowell Turner 1879) na Donated by John Southwood to the Friends of H.M.S. Conway 

and kept in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory 
1

Conway Extra Certificate                                                                    
(Frank Bevis (1924) na

Donated by Mrs Peggy Bevis on 27th May 2004, previously the 
property of her husband Frank Bevis (22-24)  to the Friends of 
H.M.S. Conway and kept in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory 

1

Conway Extra Certificate                                                                   
(John Tupholme 1928) na Owned by the Friends of H.M.S. Conway and kept in the Conway 

Chapel at Birkenhead Priory 
1

Conway Extra Certificate                                                                  
(David Fletcher Rogers 1945) na Owned by the Friends of H.M.S. Conway and kept in the Conway 

Chapel at Birkenhead Priory 
1

Conway Extra Certificate                                                             
(Kenneth Munro 1918) na Owned by the Friends of H.M.S. Conway and kept in the Conway 

Chapel at Birkenhead Priory 
1

Conway Song & Music Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Cricket Programme Summer 1913 na Owned by the Friends of H.M.S. Conway and kept in the Conway 
Chapel at Birkenhead Priory 

1

Daily Routines and Daily Menus 1931 - 3 Jun 1935 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Diaries of Headmaster TEWB Browne (31 volumes, every 
day for 1933-64) Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        

items donated variously by the Club and Friends
31
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Figurehead Masting Order of Service 1938 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Goddard Manuscript na
Privately purchased by A Windsor (64-68) from a bookdealer in 
Canada and gifted to  to the Friends of H.M.S. Conway and kept 
in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory 

1

Indexes to registers of cadets 1859-1972 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Insurance stamp record books 1953-1968 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Inter-Ship Matches Book (maintained by J Brooke-Smith) Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Invitation to attend the official opening of the New Block in 
1964. na Owned by the Friends of H.M.S. Conway and kept in the Conway 

Chapel at Birkenhead Priory 
1

Laying Up of Colours Cathedral Seating Plan 1974 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Laying Up of Colours Thanksgiving Service Programme 
1974 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        

items donated variously by the Club and Friends
1

Legal Advice to Club on proposed purchase of Conway Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Books 1860 to 1864 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

4

Log Book 1949 Dec 1 - 1950 Jun Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1949 May 29 - 1949 Nov 30 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1950 Dec 8 - 1951 Jun Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1951 Dec 13 - 1952 Jun15 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1951 Jun 12 - 1951 Dec 12 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1
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Log Book 1952 Jan 10 - 1954 Apr 4 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1952 Dec 19 - 1953 Apr 14 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1952 Jun16 - 1952 Dec 18 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1953 May 2 - 1953 Ju8l 20 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1953 Sep 22 - 1954 Apr 7 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1954 Jan 13 - 1954 Apr 4 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1954 May 6 - 1954 Dec 16 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1955 May 12 - 1955 Sep 8 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1955 Sep 9 1955 - 1956 Jan 10 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1956 Jan 7 - 1956 May 5 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1956 Sep 3 - 1956 Dec 31 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1957 Jan 1 - 1957 Dec 31 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1958 Jan 1 - 1958 Dec 31 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1959 Jan 1 - 1959 Dec 31 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1960 Jan 1 - 1960 Dec 31 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1
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Log Book 1961 Jan 1 - 1961 Dec 31 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1962 Jan 1 - 1962 Dec 31 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1962 Jan 10 - 1962 Apr 4 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1963 Jan 1 - 1963 Dec 31 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1964 Jan 1 - 1964 Dec 31 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1965 Jan 1 - 1965 Dec 31 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1966 Jan 1 - 1966 Dec 31 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1968 Jan 1 - 1968 Dec 31 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1969 Jan 8 - 1970 May 17 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Log Book 1970 May 19 - 1971 Nov 16 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Loss Of the Conway - Cuttings Apr 1953 - Jul 1953 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Management Committee "Publicity" Papers 1934 to 68
22 bundles of letters and newspaper cuttings relating to publicity 
about Conway and correspondance with authors. Part of the 
official Conway Document Archive

Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
Donated by the MMSA.

22

Management Committee Estates & Property Papers 1964 
to 68

28 bundles of letters relating to the various properties and 
moorings occupied by Conway.  Includes correspondnce on 
several other vessles' collisions with the ship. Part of the official 
Conway Document Archive

Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
Donated by the MMSA.

28

Management Committee Finance Papers 1935 to 72

83 bundles of documets andletters relating to Conway's finances, 
including accounts, balance sheets, ledgers, bank accounts, 
appeals, legacies and insurance. Part of the official Conway 
Document Archive

Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
Donated by the MMSA.

83

Management Committee General Correspondence 1957 to 
70

16 bundles of documents on a huge range of subjects. Part of the 
official Conway Document Archive

Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
Donated by the MMSA.

16
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Management Committee Legal Papers 1903 to 68
6 bundles of letters relating to Conway's formation and its 
memorandum and Articles of Association. Part of the official 
Conway Document Archive

Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
Donated by the MMSA.

6

Management Committee Ministry of Education 
Correspondence  1934 to 68

5 bundles of documents including copies of Ministry school 
inspections. Part of the official Conway Document Archive

Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
Donated by the MMSA.

5

Management Committee Minute Books                                      
21 Jan 1942 to 10 Jun 1955 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        

Donated by the MMSA.
1

Management Committee Minute Books                                      
26 Jun 1963 to 30 Apr 1968 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        

Donated by the MMSA.
1

Management Committee Minute Books                                      
29 Jun 1955 to 25 may 1963 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        

Donated by the MMSA.
1

Management Committee Minute Books                                      
30 Nov 1938 to 26 Nov 1941 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        

Donated by the MMSA.
1

Management Committee Minute Books                                   
14 Nov 1927 to 26 Oct 1938- Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        

Donated by the MMSA.
1

Management Committee miscellaneous pamphlets and 
papers 1897-1984 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        

items donated variously by the Club and Friends
1

Management Committee Miscellaneous printed papers re: 
fund raising, fitting out of cadets 1858-1883 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        

items donated variously by the Club and Friends
1

Management Committee Monthly Reports 1881-1908 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Management Committee Photographs 1938 to 68 76 photos of Conway scenes and people. Part of the official 
Conway Document Archive

Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
Donated by the MMSA.

76

Management Committee Prospectuses & Pamphlets 1943 
to 66

10 Prospectuses and 23 Pamphlets. Part of the official Conway 
Document Archive

Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
Donated by the MMSA.

33

Management Committee Staff & Wages Papers 1934 to 68 27 bundles of letters relating to staff recruitment and employment. 
Part of the official Conway Document Archive

Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
Donated by the MMSA.

3

Management Committee Transfer of Ownership Papers 
1964 to 68

3 bundles of letters relating to Conway's transfer of ownership 
between the MMSA and the British Shipping  Federation and 
Cheshire County Council. Part of the official Conway Document 
Archive

Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
Donated by the MMSA.

3

Masefield, John,  Complete works Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1
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Muster Rolls 1875-1959 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Navigating Officer's Work Book 11 Sep 1945 - 5 Nov 1945 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Photographs of cadets, sporting events etc. 1891-1968 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Prize Lists (Summer Term)  1924, 52, 53, 55, 56, 57, 58, 
59, 60, 66, 68. Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        

items donated variously by the Club and Friends
11

Prospectus for 1919, 30, 36, 37, 40, 41, 44, 47, 49(2), 50, 
51, 52(3), 70. Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        

items donated variously by the Club and Friends
16

Punishment Books Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Punishment Books (1964 and one other) Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Record of Cadets 1971 - 1974 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Record of Cadets Dec 1969 - Mar 1970 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Record of Cadets May 1969 - Mar 1970 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Record of Cadets May 1970 - Mar 1971 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Record of Cadets Sep 1971 - Dec 1971 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Records of Cadets on microfilm Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Refit plans for 1953 na Owned by the Friends of H.M.S. Conway and kept in the Conway 
Chapel at Birkenhead Priory 

1

Refit plans for 1953 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1
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At paying off in 1974 all Conway's artefacts (all then referred to as "Trophies") were disposed of by the British Shipping Federation's 
Management Committee. For major items they asked the Conway Club Committee to identify suitable recipients but the final donation 
decisions were made by Conway's Management Committee, not the Club or its President. The then President, Commodore David 
Smith OBE RN, personally found homes for the figurehead, wheel, bell and model  The vast majority of items were sold at a special 
auction at Plas Newydd but we have not been able to obtain a copy of the catalogue to create an authoritative list of items sold. If you 
have a copy we'd really like to see it - alfie@hmsconway.org

Sailing Crew List  Summer 1924 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

School Report                                                                         
(Frank Bevis (22-24)) na

Donated to the Friends of H.M.S. Conway by Mrs Peggy Bevis on 
27th May 2004, previously the property of her husband Frank 
Bevis (22-24)). Kept in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory 

1

School Report Book                                                               
(circa 1929-31) na Owned by the Friends of H.M.S. Conway and kept in the Conway 

Chapel at Birkenhead Priory 
1

Ship's Diary 30 Jan 1932 - 31 Jan 1934 na Check - either in the MMM or the Chapel 1

Sick Bay Record 1965 - 11 Jul 1974 na Check - either in the MMM or the Chapel 1

The Cadet Magazine 1889-1974 Full set of copies. Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                       : 
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Uniform Price List (Liverpool Sailors' Home) - assumed 22-
24 na

Donated to the Friends of H.M.S. Conway by Mrs Peggy Bevis on 
27th May 2004, previously the property of her husband Frank 
Bevis (22-24)). Kept in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory 

1

Visitor books 1934-1975 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1

Wages books 1882-1960 Part of the official Conway Document Archive Merseyside Maritime Museum                                                        
items donated variously by the Club and Friends

1
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Ship Model 1: Of Conway - The 
Baden Powell Model                                                                                                 

Model of the Ship made by Warrington Baden Powell. Used to be 
displayed on the New Block Quarterdeck but by 1974 was kept in the 
Headmaster's House.

It is owned by the National Maritime Museum, Greenwich but is on long 
term loan to The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

Ship Model 2: Of Nile - The Douglas 
Model 1991                                             - Owned by OC Andrew Douglas 1

Ship Model 3: Of Nile - The Friends 
Model                                                                            A large scratch built model. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 

Birkenhead Priory.
1

Ship Model 4: Of Nile - The Gee 
Model 1956                                                                          

This large and very detailed model was made and presented to the ship 
by Mr J Gee in 1956. It shows the ship in her Nile days as a pure sailing 
ship. The glass case was donated by The Conway Club.

It is now part of a Conway display which is the centrepiece of the Museum 
of the RN, Portsmouth. See page167. 

1

Ship Model 5: Of Nile - The King's 
Model 1932                                                                          

On July 22 1932 HM the King was presented with a model of the Conway 
by John Masefield. It was made onboard by the carpenter Mr John Bullis 
Williams assisted by cadets. It was paid for by the Conway Club. The hull 
was cut from the African Oak of a starboard side lower deck fairlead. It 
was to a scale of one-eight of an inch to the foot. It took two years to 
complete. It has 156 dead eyes and 91 blocks made from old school 
rulers. The metal is silver plated Ship's copper. There are 120 yards of 
rigging (wire and silk trout line), 622 bolts (domestic pins), 6 feet nine 
inches of chain on boat davits, 1798 clove hitches in the rigging. There 
are 16 coats of paint and enamel.  It shows the ship in her converted state 
as Conway in 1931-3 and there is no figurehead as the original was lost 
in 1918 and not replaced until 1938. This model is completely different to 
the Gee Model but is very similar to the Williams Model.

HM The King included it in his display of ships' models at Windsor Castle 
but in 1933 he donated it to the South Kensington Museum, now the 
Science Museum, London. It is part of their ship’s models collection which 
is now in permanent storage but can be viewed online.

1

Ship Model 6: Of Nile - The Powers 
Model 1933                                                                                  

In October 1933 many cadets exhibited models at the Ship Model 
exhibition in the Bluecoats School, Liverpool. Instructor Powers had 
made a very fine model of the ship, "...a very beautiful representation..."

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Ship Model 7: Of Nile - The 
Williams Model 1932                                                              

This model was also made by the ship's carpenter Mr John Bullis 
Williams, at the request of Chief Officer Commander George Witheridge 
Couch sometime after 1932. It is approx. 26" long x 16"high. It was by 
request very similar to the King's Model although it has a seagull on the 
mainsail yard whereas the King's did not! 

In private ownership, known to author. 1

Ship Model 8: Of Nile - The Hewitt 
Model         With interior lights. Gifted by Captain Hewitt to The Friends in December 1991. Displayed in 

the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 
1

At paying off in 1974 all Conway's artefacts (all then referred to as "Trophies") were disposed of by the British Shipping Federation's Management 
Committee. For major items they asked the Conway Club Committee to identify suitable recipients but the final donation decisions were made by 
Conway's Management Committee, not the Club or its President. The then President, Commodore David Smith OBE RN, personally found homes for 
the figurehead, wheel, bell and model  The vast majority of items were sold at a special auction at Plas Newydd but we have not been able to obtain a 
copy of the catalogue to create an authoritative list of items sold. If you have a copy we'd really like to see it - alfie@hmsconway.org
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Ship Model 9: Of Nile - The Nash 
Model         

Purchased from the estate of  the late Derek Blackhurst, author of Philip & 
Son Ltd., Shipbuilders & Engineers (a Ships in Focus publication, 2001) Owned by OC Michael Nash 1

Ship Model 10: Of Nile - The Half 
Model         

In 1974 an inventory of Conway items in the New Block was produced for 
the Paying Off. It listed "1 half model of HMS Conway in case". It was not 
the Baden Powell model (Model 1 above).

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Ship Model 11: Of Winchester                          A large scratch built model. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Ship Model 12: Of Nile - The 
Vietnamese Model  

Added for completeness, this is a modern commercially available model 
manufactured in Vietnam by Gian Hnien Co Ltd. A good sized model 
31.49”L x  5.9”W x 30.7”H.

Copies are held by The Conway Centre,  Menai Heritage Centre, NT at 
PN and numerous OCs.

1

Ship Model: The Front Half Of Clan 
MacLaggart, A Heavy Lift Ship

Donated by Clan Line in February 1953. A fully working and very 
accurate model of the front half of their latest heavy lift ships. Placed in 
the Seamanship Room at the Dock, later in the New Block Art Room.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Ship Model: SS Atlantis Origins not known. In a large glass case, 6'8" x 1'5" x 2'6". In the New 
Block it was displayed in the corridor to the laboratories. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Ship Model: SS Northumberland

Donated in January 1951 by Messrs James Dowie of Liverpool, agents of 
the New Zealand Shipping Company. In a large glass case, 7' x 9" x 1'6". 
It was placed at the head of the staircase in the Nelson Block. But later 
moved to the centre of the ground floor corridor below the Dormitory 
Block.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Ship Model: SS Otaio Origins and size not known. It was displayed in the Seamanship Room at 
the Dock. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Model Buoys

A set of model buoys in a polished wooden box with numerous 
compartments, each holding a 2" model painted buoy. Donated to 
Conway by Capt. W Douthwaite (21-23), Deputy Principal Examiner of 
Masters & Mates. Used for Rule of the Road tests

Passed to the BSF in 1974. Now in the Board Room in the Conway 
Centre. 

1

Model Ship’s Winch Demonstration 
Model                          

Donated to Conway in September 1956 by Messrs Clarke Chapman. 
Kept in the New Block Art Room. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1
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Model Signal Flags Donated  to Conway in September 1956 by Mr R H Phillips, Father of D R 
Phillips (54-56) Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Model Totem Pole                          Donated by the Victoria & Vancouver Island Conway Club in January 
1958

Donated during a ceremony on board HQS Wellington in 1976 to the 
Conway Club of Canada by the Conway Club. It was received by Mr D 
Ball for display in Conway House.

1
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Aldis Lamp
Brass and copper with bulb and length of insulated cable. Used to send 
messages from the ship to shore while in the ship. After loss of the ship 
was used ashore for signalling practice.

Donated to The Friends by the ship’s engineer. On long term loan to the 
Conway Centre and displayed there.

1

1

1

Anchor 1                                  
(original from the ship)

Recovered from the banks of the Menai Strait by cadets under direction of 
Brookie in 1968. 

Presented by the Club to the Merseyside Maritime Museum, Liverpool. 
Now stands outside the museum. 

1

Anchor 2                                  
(original from the ship)

Recovered from the banks of the Menai Strait by the Seiontt Trust in 1987. 
They owned the Caernarfon Maritime Museum where it was installed in 
1988. 

When Caernarfon Maritime Museum closed all its assets transferred to 
Gwynedd Council.  They moved the anchor to the new promenade at 
Caernarfon. Outside the Maritime Museum, Caernarvon. 

1

Anchor 3                                       
(from Rock Ferry mooring)           

This is not a Nile anchor from the Ship but one from her Rock Ferry 
mooring. 

Embedded in the Gwynedd foreshore of the Menai Strait adjacent to 
Vaynol Dock. Clearly visible at low water although the upper strake has 
been removed. 

1

Anchor 4                                            
(from Rock Ferry mooring)            See Anchor 3. See above, along the Strait towards PD from Vaynol Dock. 1

Anchor Light Donated by John Duggan (56-58).  ‘Distressed’  Original  13” copper and 
brass oil anchor light rescued from the wreck.

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

Bell Recast in 1907 and now bears the name Conway not Nile. Attached 
ornamental bell rope made from lanyards donated by B C Monk (66-67). Presented by the Club to the Museum of the RN, Portsmouth. 1

Billiard Table (full size) Donated by Captain Charles Birchall in September 1951 and installed on 
board. Lost in the Ship in 1953. 1

Binnacle 1: The Ship's 
Wooden Binnacle.        

It is of a type introduced in1854 with two adjustable metal balls on the 
sides of the case to compensate for the strong magnetic influence of 
metal hulled ships.  Its special features are a wooden body and a 
distinctively shaped low rounded cover. In 1953 it was recovered from the 
wreck and  mounted across the road from  the Quarterdeck hut. After 1964 
it was mounted on the grass opposite the main entrance to the New 
Block. It had a Flinders Bar mounted on the back. 

Upon paying off in 1974 it was given to the Sir John Cass College in 
Gravesend. When Cass closed it was bought by one of their Instructors 
and taken to New Zealand. It was eventually acquired by an OC in New 
Zealand and remains in his private ownership. 

1

At paying off in 1974 all Conway's artefacts (all then referred to as "Trophies") were disposed of by the British Shipping Federation's Management 
Committee. For major items they asked the Conway Club Committee to identify suitable recipients but the final donation decisions were made by 
Conway's Management Committee, not the Club or its President. The then President, Commodore David Smith OBE RN, personally found homes for 
the figurehead, wheel, bell and model  The vast majority of items were sold at a special auction at Plas Newydd but we have not been able to obtain a 
copy of the catalogue to create an authoritative list of items sold. If you have a copy we'd really like to see it - alfie@hmsconway.org

Aldis Lamp Waterproof Cover
This was mounted on the side of the ship to house the above Aldis Lamp 
which was protected from the weather by a red hinged plate. The 
insulated cable ran through one of the pipes.

Donated to The Friends by the ship’s engineer. On long term loan to the 
Conway Centre and displayed there.
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Binnacle 2: The Museum of the 
RN Binnacle Cover.    

The museum can find no trace of the body but do have a very distinctively 
shaped binnacle cover. A small image of this binnacle appeared on the 
cover of The Cadet magazine from 1902 to 1917. It is clearly marked as 
belonging to Conway/Nile but it bears no resemblance to the one that 
was on the poop (Binnacle 1 above) or any of the others listed below! 

Presented by the Club to the Museum of the RN, Portsmouth. 1

Binnacle 3: The Chart Room 
Binnacle           

There was Browns Gyro compass and binnacle in the Chart Room. Its 
distinctive feature was a black narrow base. ‘While we were salvaging 
things from the ship just after the grounding Spooky was lowering it over 
the side into one of the motor boats when it slipped out of its sling , 
missed the boat and fell into the drink. I don't know if it was ever 
recovered.’

Assumed lost with the Ship in 1953. 1

Binnacle 4: The Dock Binnacle                       

Not from the Ship but included here so that all binnacles can be viewed 
together. There was a binnacle on the dock, outside the Seamanship 
Room, from at least 1958.  It looks very similar to the Ship's Wooden 
Binnacle because it has a wooden body and metal top but, its distinctive 
feature was a pyramid shaped cover. It also had very different openings to 
the Ship's Wooden Binnacle,  a distinct wooden collar around its base 
and a Flinders Bar. 

Possibly sold when Conway paid off, location not known, definitely not at 
the Dock. 

1

Binnacle 5: The Pinnace's 
Large Binnacle                      

Not from the Ship but included  here so that all binnacles can be viewed 
together. This was mounted in the pinnace and can be seen in most 
photos of the pinnace although none are very clear.  Its distinctive 
features were the large metal hood on the cover and the two light cans on 

Owned by The Friends but not on display. 1

Binnacle 6: The Pinnace's 
Small Binnacle                         

Not from the Ship but included  here so that all binnacles can be viewed 
together. This was in the pinnace but where? Its distinctive feature is its 
size - it's small.                         

Owned by The Friends but not on display. 1

Binnacle 7: The Friend's 
Binnacle Cover The Friends  have a binnacle cover that also came from the Ship. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 

Birkenhead Priory. 
1

Binnacle Compass One large, one small. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Block Very large threefold wooden cathead block. Used to be diaplyed in Birkenhead Town Hall Museum but the Town Hall 
was sold after 2000 and no trace can be found of this item.

1

Block Block recovered from the lower deck just before the fire in 56. Signed by 
his QB term  but sadly now faded. Privately owned by Robson (55-57). 1
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Block Large block discovered at the dock by Conway Centre Staff when the 
Seamanship Room was renovated. Owned by the Conway Centre and in store. 1

Block Deck block used when hoisting boats. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Blocks  Three blocks recovered from the ship by a local diver Privately owned in the north of England. 1

Blocks  Three blocks recovered from the ship by J  E R Webb in  54-57. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Brass Repeater Compass This was in the Ship on the Poop deck. Its distinctive feature is its shape 
and all brass (?) construction. Assumed lost with the Ship in 1953. 1

Cannon Barrel Used to lie beneath the hold directly on the ship’s ballast Lost with the Ship in 1953 so somewhere on the bed of the strait off the 
Platters.

1

Cannonballs There were four on loan to the National Trust but two went missing but 
hopefully are languishing in a storage cupboard

Donated to The Friends by the ship’s engineer. On long term loan to the 
Conway Centre and displayed there.

1

Cannonballs Two private individuals have cannonballs rescued from the wreck Privately owned. Alfie has contact details. 1

Cannonballs One cannon ball was displayed in the Caernarfon Maritime Museum 
(CMM)

Transferred to Gwynedd County Museum service when the CMM closed. 
They gave it to Bangor Museum who have it in store. 

1

Capstan Bar - Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Captain's Cabin’s dining table, 
chairs and sideboard Mahogany. Passed to the BSF in 1974 and later to the Conway Centre. Now in the 

Board Room - upstairs in the Conway Centre. 
1

Captain's dinner service - Full set owned by The Conway Centre and stored safely in the 
Seamanship Room building. 

1
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Captain's Cabin’s doors. -

The doors to rooms 1 and 6 in Thurnham Hall Hotel , Lancashire bear 
plaques saying they are from Conway's Captain's cabin. They clearly 
have  cambered bottoms to allow for the curve of ship's deck. For many 
years we had photos of the wrong doors that clearly were not from the 
ship. More recent photos of the correct doors now substantiate the claim.

1

Captain's Cabin’s door locks 
for doors to the stern walk. - Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 

Birkenhead Priory.
1

Captain's Cabin’s door locks 
(2) and plates (4) for doors to 
Captain's cabin. 

- Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Carpenter’s Tool Kit. A selection of tools including two chisels and a 1’ metal rule in khaki 
canvas bags. Used by the Chippy to make minor repairs around the ship.

Donated to The Friends by the ship’s engineer. On long term loan to the 
Conway Centre and displayed there.

1

Cast Iron Rivet 18” long. Recovered from the wreck. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

Cleat Very large. Originally located on an overhead beam on the Main Deck 
and used when hauling up No.1 and No.2 Motor Boats.

Rescued from the wreck in 1953 by David Smith (52-53) and donated to 
The Friends. Displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Cleat - Donated to The Friends by Alfie Windsor (64-68). Displayed in the 
Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Clock A clock from the Nestor donated by Mr Lawrence Holt in 1951 and hung 
at the top of the Captain’s companionway. Assumed lost with the Ship in 1953. 1

Copper Rivet Shaped into a replica Conway anchor with a wooden stock. Mounted and 
polished.

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Copper Rivet Shaped into two 8’ replica Conway anchors mounted as a pair of 
bookends. 

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Copper Rivet 8" long Privately owned by Sid Davies. 1

Copper Rivet 18” long, mounted and polished. Recovered from the wreck. Owned by The Friends, on long term loan to the Conway Centre and 
displayed there.

1
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Copper Rivet 19” long 1.25” section. Donated in memory of Robert S. Hutchinson (37-
39). 

Owned by The Friends, on long term loan to the Conway Centre and 
displayed there.

1

Copper Rivet 22” long by 1” section. Donated in memory of David Holbert (53-55). Owned by The Friends, on long term loan to the Conway Centre and 
displayed there.

1

Copper Rivet Length not known, dark brown with clearly shaped nail head. Owned by the National Maritime Museum. 1

Copper Rivet 5’ 6” long circular section. Bent Privately owned. 1

Copper Rivets Lots of them lying around on the Swellies foreshore. Swellies foreshore. 1

Copper Rivet and other metal 
parts Painted black Author’s collection. 1

Copper Sheaving -
Recovered from the Menai Strait by D.F.B. Parfect (43-44) and donated 
The Friends. On long term loan to the Conway Centre and displayed 
there.

1

Deadeyes
On 4th October 1956 The News Chronicle & Daily Dispatch newspaper 
reported that Conway’s deadeyes were being donated by the ship breaks 
to the trust building the replica Mayflower II. 

Mayflower II is berthed in Plimoth Plantation but her owners have been 
unable to prove or disprove this report. They are still investigating.

1

Deadeye 18” rigging deadeye with 8” Lignum Vitae with lead inset. Recovered from 
the wreck.

Owned by The Friends, on long term loan to the Conway Centre and 
displayed there.

1

Deck Cleat Oak. Donated to The Friends by Doctor Yves Dias (37-38). On long term loan 
to the Conway Centre and displayed there.

1

Donkey Winch from Coal Hole - Spotted on the bed of the strait off the Platters by a diver. 1

1

1

Duty Officer’s Telescope

Circa 4’ long with a black leather covering with brass fittings and two 
mounting brackets. Donated in February 1952 by the father of B H M 
Tomalin (46-47) and D J Tomalin (50-52). In the New Block it was kept in 
the Bursar's office.

Passed to the BSF in 1974 now owned by the Conway Centre and stored 
under the stage.

1

Duty Cadet Captain’s Brass 
Binoculars

Used to keep a lookout for signals from the shore while at Bangor and 
from the Doc/House when at Plas Newydd

Donated to The Friends by the ship’s engineer. On long term loan to the 
Conway Centre and displayed there.
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Electric Gong

Donated to the Ship in January 1919 by an Old Conway. It was a war 
prize captured from the German submarine U80. The gongs were place in 
every compartment and could be sounded centrally to warn of an 
immediate crash dive.  It was fitted in the after part of the Ship’s Main 
Deck in working order

Assumed lost with the Ship in 1953. 1

Ensign Ensign worn by the ship for her final voyage on 14th April 1953. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Ensign Ensign worn by the ship on passage from the River Mersey to Menai 
Strait on 21st May 1941.

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Ensign Ensign from Ship. In private ownership, known to author. 1

Field Gun  

A two pounder wheeled field gun, minus breech used to stand outside the 
gun room in the Ship - whether to protect the inhabitants or keep them in 
order is not clear. When the Ship was lost the gun was salvaged and 
transferred to the entrance of the Nelson Block. It was presented to the 
Ship by Capt. H M Perfect RN (1882-84). It was captured from the 
Chinese by the crew of Undaunted at the storming of Tien-Suin during the 
Boxer rebellion. An engraved plaque describing it's capture has been 
polished to illegibility by generations of cadets so we may never know the 
full story.

Presented by the Club to the Maritime Museum, Greenwich. In permanent 
storage.

1

Figurehead. Donated by the Conway Club in 1938 and masted in the ship at Liverpool 
Pierhead. Presented by the Club to HMS Nelson, Portsmouth. 1

Gun Plaque (no gun!)

Originally mounted on a gun on the Poop Deck. Brass, engraved: THIS 
GUN PRESENTED TO THE CONWAY BY THE DIRECTORS OF 
MESSRS T&J BROCKLEBANK LTD DID SERVICE DURING THE WAR  
THE FOLLOWING STEAMSHIPS 1915 – 1919. A list of 22 ships follows.

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

Gyroscope
Boxed. Donated in September 1925 by Captain J V Foster on behalf of 
the Canadian Pacific Steamships. A war prise from German submarine 
U112.

Assumed lost with the Ship in 1953. 1

Hemp Stopper In 1974 it was kept in the Headmaster's House. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1
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Inclinometer. 

Ornate shield shaped wooden plaque painted white mounted on a larger 
brown wooden plaque. Swinging metal arm mounted centrally over a 
graduated arc. Mounted in the ship by the wheel so the steersman could 
see the angle of lean of the ship. Note this is an extremely rare item there 
may be only three others surviving in the world (in Victory, Trincomalee 
and Gannet). 

Donated to The Friends by the ship’s engineer. On long term loan to the 
Conway Centre and displayed there.

1

Lifebelt Holder Rescued from the wreck in May 1953 by Ian Minchin (52-54). Dates from 
circa 1843.                           

Donated by Ann Fraser in memory of Dennis Hewitt (52-54) to The 
Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Mast - Main Top Mast Recovered from the original commemorative Conway mast at Twelve 
Quays, Birkenhead. 

Donated by The Friends to Birkenhead Priory where it is erected inside St 
Michael’s Church tower. 

1

Mast - ‘Mizzen’ Mast. Actually the ship’s main topgallant  mast, not its mizzen, and the mizzen 
gaff. Erected at the New Block in 1965,

Small sections donated by The Friends to Wirral Council and 
incorporated into a commemorative Conway mast at Twelve Quays, 
Birkenhead. 

1

Mast - ‘Mizzen’ Mast. An 18’ section recovered from the original commemorative Conway mast 
at Twelve Quays, Birkenhead.

Donated to Pwhelli Sailing Club, North Wales in recognition of their 
fundraising for the commemorative Conway mast at Twelve Quays, 
Birkenhead. 

1

Memorial Tablet 

This was installed on the mainmast in June 1910 and was the honour 
board for those who lost their lives at sea. It was paid for by donations 
form  OCs. When installed it listed 40 names but it has been found to 
include those who died at sea bit were buried ashore. The modern Lost At 
Sea Book of Remembrance in the chapel and on the website lists only 
those who were not buried ashore i.e. they were buried at sea or their 
bodies were never recovered. 293 names are listed.

It was not recovered from the ship in 1953 because it had been seriously 
damaged. Only a broken section from the top showing the top half of the 
engraved Conway castle was recovered and is held in the chapel.

1

Mess - Cadet Captain’s Stool Rates stool, wooden circular seat with three metal legs. Discovered on 
the bank of the Strait behind the Dock Mole in 1967. In private OC ownership, known to author. 1

Mess - Conserve Spoon Engraved: ‘HMS Conway’. Donated to  The Friends in Memory of Robert S. Hutchinson (37-38) and 
displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Mess - Crockery Mug Dates from 1930. Manufactured by Stonier of Liverpool. Creamware with 
Conway castle crest

Donated to The Friends by Eluned Weaver granddaughter of Thomas 
Williams (05-06). Displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1
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Mess - Crockery Side Plate China 1936. White with small Conway crest in centre.  Donated to The Friends by R Chown (34-36) and displayed in the 
Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Mess - Crockery Soup Plate China 1930. White with small Conway crest in centre. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Mess - Metal Serving Dish Dates from circa 1930. Used at mealtimes to carry food from the galley to 
cadets’ messes.

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Mess - Metal Serving Dish Silvered metal, much scratched with Conway crest. Divided into two. 
Used at mealtimes to carry food from the galley to cadets’ messes.

Donated to The Friends by the ship’s engineer. On long term loan to the 
Conway Centre and displayed there.

1

Mess - Teaspoon - Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Model Of SS Hortenius

Donated by Lt Cdr F J Rodden RNR of the Houston Line. A Half model 
with a looking glass behind which gave the appearance of a whole 
model. "The model which is 7' 6" long and handsomely mounted  ...  is 
most complete and beautifully finished."  It was placed on the Lower 
Deck.

Not known. Possibly lost with the ship in 1953. 1

Mooring Shackle 7.5”  Cast Iron Mooring shackle rescued from the wreck. Mounted by 
Graham Holden (55-56).

Donated to The Friends by Tony Branthwaithe (52-54) and displayed in 
the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Name Board - Starboard 
Gangway. 

This was a brass nameplate circa 2' long and 10" tall with the letters HMS 
Conway embossed on it. Believed to have been mounted above the port 
into the Ship on the starboard gangway (although it is not visible in any 
photos, at least one OC remembers polishing it in situ). 

Donated during a ceremony on board HQS Wellington in 1976 to Kelly 
College by the British Shipping Federation, Conway's then owners, at the 
suggestion of the Conway Club. It was received by Mr D Ball for display 
in Conway House.

1

1

1

Navigation / Chart Room 
Equipment

In September 1952 DECCA Navigator Company donated a Position 
Finding Instrument, Sperry Gyroscope Company & New Zealand 
Shipping Company donated gyroscope and repeater for the Chart Room. 
The repeater was placed on the Poop, see page 15.

Presumed lost with the Ship in 1953. 1

Navigation Lights x5 Three large and two smaller lanterns. Listed in the 1974 Paying Off 
inventory as being held in the Seamanship Room at the Dock. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Name Board - Stern. 

It was 7'6" feet long and 18" deep. It had Conway spelt out in metal letters 
mounted individually on a wooden board  It was removed from the Ship 
and placed on the veranda of the Quarterdeck Hut at the Camp. It was 
later mounted over the stairs between ‘Back Stage’ and the dormitory 
wing in the New Block.

No record has been found of it being donated to anyone by the Club so it 
should have passed to the BSF in 1974. Neither they nor the Conway 
Centre have any knowledge of it. 
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Prize Boards
These were placed on the Main and Lower Decks in 1889 to record each 
term’s prize winners. Entries were back dated to 1859. It is not known 
when the practice ceased.

Assumed lost with the Ship in 1953. 1

Queen’s / King’s Gold Medal 
Board Lists all recipients by year. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 

Birkenhead Priory
1

Rigging Eyelet Well worn but in good condition. Donated to The Friends by D.F.B. Parfect (43-44) and displayed in the 
Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory

1

Sea Chest
Carved oak. Every cadet had one but in 1964 they were all cut down for 
use at the foot of beds in the New Block. Only one full size box is known 
to survive. 

Donated to The Friends by David Fletcher-Rogers (43-45) and displayed 
in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.  

1

Semaphore Flags Used to signal from the Ship to the stern tug on 13th April 1953. Donated to The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.  

1

Ship's Timbers.               

At least 25 very large baulks of timber averaging 22' by 15" by 15". One is 
35' long another is 20" by 15". Many have substantial metal fittings. They 
were reported in reasonable condition in 1995 but were all showing signs 
of serious rot in 2009. Believed to be diagonal bracings installed by 
Seppings as part of his improved warship design. The Friends' plan to 
recover them in the late 90's was eventually abandoned as the landowner 
objected. 

On the top of the bank above where the Ship was wrecked. Raised by the 
demolition contractor but left on private ground. 

1

Ship's Timbers.               Approximately 6-8 planks of various lengths (5’ to 6’) and widths. 
Recovered from the wreck. For sale - contact the author! Privately owned in the North of England. 1

Ship's Timber - Ash Tray Made by Captain J.D. Jeavons. Donated by Mrs Kay Nevin, widow of Eric 
Nevin 46-48

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Ship's Timber - Captain 
Superintendents’ Memorial 
Board 

Lists Captains and Captain Superintendents 1859 - 1968. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Ship's Timber - Cat Head. 2 substantial baulks of timber approx. 5' by 15" by 15" with heavy metal 
bracing and chain.

On the top of the bank above where the Ship was wrecked. Raised by the 
demolition contractor but left  on private ground. 

1

Ship's Timber - Coffee Table  Hand carved/made by Terry Beggs. Privately owned. 1

Ship's Timber - 
Commemorative Plaque Presented to cadets following the loss of the ship in April 53. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 

Birkenhead Priory. 
1
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Ship's Timber - Cup Stand

A small piece of ship's timber from the 1938 refit at Cammell Lairds, 
Liverpool is the base of the Conway Senior Challenge 1938 sports cup 
originally won by W A Johnstone (37-38) on sports day Easter term. The 
cup was found in an antique shop in Albany Western Australia by local 
Conways.

Owned by the Western Australia Conway Club. 1

Ship's Timber - Dowel
Approximately 6” diameter and 4” tall, this dowel was recovered from the 
wreck by Jim Thompson (39-41). It has four Conway medals embedded in 
the top.

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

Ship's Timber - Fid - Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Ship's Timber - Fitted Kitchen Handmade kitchen units and ceiling beams made from timbers recovered 
from the wreck by a local diver. In a private house in Bangor. 1

Ship's Timber - Gavel & Board

Fashioned from a Conway spar. Engraved”: ‘Presented to Mrs Hewitt on 
the occasion of the Laying of the Foundation Stone of the new HMS 
CONWAY COLLEGE AUGUST 1961’. Later kept in the Headmaster's 
Office

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Ship's Timber  - Hymn Number 
Boards and a box of numbers

Light oak, modern design, 2' 10" x 1' 1". Ship’s motto carved at the head. 
Made and donated by C Ralph Stevens (18-19). He was a member of the 
Guild of Gloucestershire Craftsmen. He made the board from a piece of 
ship’s timber from the Lower Deck, partly stained by fire marks from when 
the ship burned. A silver plate explains its provenance.

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

Ship’s Timber - Mantle Piece
Presented to Capt. Goddard by the cadets on his retirement in July 1949. 
It is a free standing plaque for display on a mantlepiece. Carved from a 
section of Ship’s timber it shows  the ship off Bangor

Purchased at auction by an OC and donated to The Friends and 
displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Ship’s Timber - New Block 
Common Room Name Boards

Name plates from outside the common rooms and dorms. Made from 
ship's wood.

Donated to the Conway Centre by The Friends of HMS Conway in the 
hope that original names will be readopted.

1

Ship's Timber - Section of After 
Deck 

½” x 3”  section of after deck moulding rescued from the wreck. Mounted 
by Graham Holden (55-56).

Donated to The Friends by W. A.  Branthwaite (52-54)  and displayed in 
the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Ship's Timber - Section of Kell Recovered from the wreck with a  2’ copper rivet encased in it. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1
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Ship's Timber - Section of 
Main Deck Beam African oak dated to approx., 1500. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 

Birkenhead Priory.
1

Ship's Timber - Section of 
Stern post Section 2' x 1' x 1'. Varnished with small plaque attached. Privately owned by Sid Davies. 1

Ship's Timber - Seven Seas 
Club Bell Holder 

The Seven Seas Club was formed in 1922 by OCs in London as the first 
London Branch of the Conway Club. Some years later the founders 
presented the Seven Seas Club with a small ship’s bell suspended from 
a framework made from Conway timbers.

Owned by The Seven Seas Club, London. 1

Ship's Timber - Side Table 
with chess board Hand carved/made by Pat Purser. Privately owned. 1

Ship's Timber - Skinner 
Memorial Board

In memory of Lt Cdr Skinner RN , Captain of Amethyst 1949, killed in 
action. Brass plate on mahogany. 1' 1" by 5".

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Ship's Timber - Spindle Carved from wood recovered from the Quarterdeck in April 1953. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Ship's Timber - Stool Teak. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Ship's Timber - Table Lamp - Donated by Mike Williamson (51-53) to The Friends and displayed in the 
Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Standing Rigging 7” section of tarred manila standing rigging Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

Swivel From the Mooring at Plas Newydd. Remains on the bed of the Strait near Plas Newydd. Short video film of it 
in the online image archive.

1

Table Donated by the widow of Capt. Broadbent in January 1956. An antique 
table which in their time was in the Captain’s cabin.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Possibly the 
carved oak able below.

1

Table Carved oak. Possibly the Broadbent table above. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Taff Rail (piece of) Teak section from outside the Captain’s cabin. Donated to The Friends by D.F.B. Parfect (43-44) and displayed in the 
Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1
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Taff Rail (piece of) Small section Donated by SA Branch of the Conway Club to the  MN Officers Memorial 
Club, Durban South Africa.

1

Taff Rail (piece of) 4” x 4” section fitted with large brass bracket possibly for attaching a 
handrail.

Donated anonymously to The Friends and displayed in the Conway 
Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Taff Rail (piece of)

The Conway Trophy is a section of Conway's Taff Rail, heavily varnished 
and mounted on four pillars. The base has a silver plaque bearing the 
Conway crest. It was taken to Canada by Capt. HV Todd (17-18) and 
eventually obtained by D MacKay (15-18) who turned it into the "Conway 
Trophy".

Donated  by D MacKay (15-18) to HMCS Venture, HMC Dockyard, 
Esquimalt, British Columbia, Canada.

1

Taff Rail (piece of) 7.5" long knife carved from Taff Rail wood. Privately owned by the carver Anthony Gimson 1

Truck - Foremast

When the ship was lost in 1953 Neil Tidman’s grandfather was working 
as the Marquess of Anglesey’s forester.  He came by the truck at some 
point and he gave it to Neil when he was a boy. It is 8.5” in diameter and 
2.5” thick. It is engraved Conway Foremast on the underside. It has a 2.5” 
square mounting hole and has two pulley wheels.

Donated to The Friends by Neil Tidman (52-54). Displayed in the 
Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Truck Mast location not known. Donated to The Friends by Tim Dunn (55-57) and displayed in the 
Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Wardroom Dining Table Extending table shown on the ship's 1953 deck plans.  Allocated to the 
Chief Cadet Captain’s cabin in 1968 but sans chairs.

Passed to the BSF in 1974. Now owned by the National Trust and kept in 
the house

1

Wardroom Snuff Box Oval silver box made in 1901 by W M Comyns. Coloured porcelain 
portrait of Nelson on the lid. Engraved HMS Conway on the bottom. 

Owned by Michael Lloyd (56-58). Purchased from an antiques dealer who 
said original owner (either an OC or a Conway Officer) said it came from 
the Wardroom.

1

Weighing Scale Hanging brass calibrated scale with large hook. Use not known. Donated to The Friends by the ship’s engineer. On long term loan to the 
Conway Centre and displayed there.

1

Wheel Nile's original ship's double wheel Presented by the Club to the Museum of the RN, Portsmouth. See page 
164.

1

Wheel From the Ohio
Used to be in the Ship and then the Library in the Nelson Block. It was 
mounted on a large wooden panel which had an engraved plaque 
dedicated to Ohio.

Presented by the Club to The Honourable  Company of Master Mariners 
in 1974. 

1
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Window (from the port side of 
the stern walk)

On the upper deck, right aft on each side of the captains’ cabin there were 
two small angled windows. They were real windows but inaccessible 
from inside. 

Held privately by the Liverpool Arms, Beaumaris. 1

Wooden Lotus Flower & 
Leaves 

Upright gilded lotus flower with two leaves standing on a small block of 
wood from the ship.

Donated to The Friends by the ship’s engineer. On long term loan to the 
Conway Centre and displayed there.

1

Wooden Panel - Decorated 
Gilt work 

Wooden panel embossed with large gilded star shape which has a 
circular plaque at the centre painted black and gold, quartered by a red 
Cross of St George.

Donated to The Friends by the ship’s engineer. On long term loan to the 
Conway Centre and displayed there.

1

Wooden Panel - Magazine 

In 1946 "There was a painting of a Victorian sailor with H M S Nile on his 
cap on one of the bulkheads inside of the f''w'd magazine, where in my 
time our suitcases where stored. The entrance being f'w'd on the port side 
of the orlop deck and normally only opened up for removing or stowing 
our cases." It was recovered from the wreck by the Jones family (pilots) 
and eventually donated by them to the Caernarfon Maritime Museum for 
their Conway display. 

When Caernarfon Maritime Museum closed all its assets transferred to 
Gwynedd Council.  They handed it to Bangor Museum who have it in 
permanent storage.

1

Wooden Panel - The Harris 
Panel

Donated to Conway by Captain Harris (1868-70), master of the 
Worcestershire, on Tuesday 24th March 1908. It was made of teak, carved 
by Capt. Harris and showed the Ship’s crest and motto.

Assumed lost with the Ship in 1953. 1

Wreck - Bed of the Menai Strait around the Platters Rock. Owned at the time of the 
fire by Caernarfon Harbour Trust but possibly now abandoned. 

1

WWI Honours Board A painting by K. Shoesmith listing those decorated in WW1 (168cm by 
116 cm,  59 cm by 48 cm ).

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

WWI Roll of Honour Board Curved brass on oak, 5' 5' by 3' wide. Supported by angle bar. Originally 
mounted on the main mast in the Ship.

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

WWII Honours  Board Picture by Russell Flint listing those decorated in WWII  (168cms by 
116cms).

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

WWII Honours Board - 
extension A second board listing those inadvertently omitted from the original board. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 

Birkenhead Priory.
1

WWII Roll of Honour  
For those who perished in the war. A carved light oak, panel made from 
ship’s timbers (4' 8" by 1' 3" by 7' 6" tall) mounted on a supporting box 
with a brass altar cross.         

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1
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Conway's Management Committee, not the Club or its President. The then President, Commodore David Smith OBE RN, personally found homes for 
the figurehead, wheel, bell and model  The vast majority of items were sold at a special auction at Plas Newydd but we have not been able to obtain a 
copy of the catalogue to create an authoritative list of items sold. If you have a copy we'd really like to see it - alfie@hmsconway.org

Yards

A 2010 Friars’ School (Bangor) magazine reports that one of their old 
boys; an engineer called Iorys Hughes ‘…travelled to the Menai Straits in 
Anglesey, to retrieve the spars from the stricken Conway, and transported 
them to London for use in the Cutty Sark.’  

The Cutty Sark Trust have not so far proved or disproved this claim 
although they have found references to Iorys Hughes. 

1
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Alms Bags: Choir Donated to Conway by Mrs M M Bleakley mother of Cadet Bleakly (57-60). There were 
two, both gold embroidered velvet. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Alms Bags: Choir Donated to Conway in 1961 by Mrs M M Bleakley mother of Cadet Bleakly (57-60). 
There were two, both red velvet bags with carved wooden handles. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Alms Bags: Congregation Nine red bags with gold embroidered cross. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Alms Bags: Congregation Four green bags with gold embroidered cross. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Alms Dish

Presented on Sunday 27th October 1958 by Rev and Mrs Cartmel and family in memory 
of their son D Cartmel (53-55) who died at sea in 1956. It was engraved with a dedication 
around the edge including the words ‘David Cartmel buried at Sea 1956’ with an ornately 
carved cross filling the centre. Restored and re-silvered 2004.

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Altar 

Carved and presented to the Conway by Mr Percy Cox the father of Cadet V S Cox (05-
09). It was known as the Holy Communion Table not an altar. Consecrated by the Lord 
Bishop of Liverpool on July 6th 1909. Some of the panels were exhibited at the Arts & 
Craft Exhibition at South Kensington and were awarded two gold stars. 

At Capt. Hewitt ‘s suggestion it was donated by the Club in 1974 to the  Mother's Union 
Chapel in Penmon Priory, Ynys Mon. It was later acquired by The Friends and is now in 
the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Altar Communion Table Traditional carved legs, square top, medium oak. 2' 9" tall, 1' 6" square. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Altar Cloth White linen, hand embroidered with the Conway Club crest on the front centre. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. See 
pages 166-167.

1

Altar Cross Part of WWII Honour Board. 2' tall. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Altar Rails A pair of rails with wooden tops and ornamental metals uprights and scroll work. See 
page 166. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Bible Cushion Maroon tapestry with gold piping. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Bibles Four copies of the New English version. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Bishop's Throne 1 Originally in the ship. In memory of Captain A T Miller. Dark oak, 2' 1" x 3'  2". Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Bishop's Throne 2 Originally in the ship. In memory of Mid. Dowding 1914. Dark oak. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Bishop's Throne 3 Presented by Mr Rawlinson in 1961. Dark oak, described at the time as an “antique 
Episcopal chair”. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Bookcase for Hymn Books Light oak. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Box For Altar Linen Various altar linen and communion clothes in white cotton. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Candlesticks 1 (pair) Brass 7" tall, part of WWII Honour Board. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

At paying off in 1974 all Conway's artefacts (all then referred to as "Trophies") were disposed of by the British Shipping Federation's Management Committee. For major items they 
asked the Conway Club Committee to identify suitable recipients but the final donation decisions were made by Conway's Management Committee, not the Club or its President. 
The then President, Commodore David Smith OBE RN, personally found homes for the figurehead, wheel, bell and model  The vast majority of items were sold at a special auction 
at Plas Newydd but we have not been able to obtain a copy of the catalogue to create an authoritative list of items sold. If you have a copy we'd really like to see it - 
alfie@hmsconway.org
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Candlesticks 2 (pair) EPNS engraved ‘In Memory of Cadet Bradford’. 7” tall. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Candlesticks 3 (pair) Brass with twisted stem, ornate feet, possibly RC. 10" tall. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Candlesticks 4 (pair) Gold plated wood, 12" tall. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Chalice
Donated to Conway in September 1889 by Miss Gertrude Deakin of Tatternhall Wood, 
Wolverhampton. For some reason she regularly attended Sunday chapel in the summer 
term.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Chaplain's Chair Plain finish, light oak, modern design. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Communion Chalice Veils (4) Four veils one each in in green, purple, red and white. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Communion Chalices (pair) 9" tall engraved with a cross. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Communion Napkin Tray 10" oval, cross engraved on thumb lips EPNS. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Communion Set

Donated by Mr Leslie O'Brien Harding on behalf of the Bibby Line in February 1961. It 
was silver and consisted of a carafe (surmounted by a cross mounted in a circular frame), 
chalice and tray. The Club Sub Committee formed to advise on the best disposal options 
for Conway artefacts records that it was gold not silver.

The Club Sub Committee formed to advise on the best disposal options for Conway 
artefacts still in the school at paying off decided on 13th Oct 1973 that Mr Harding should 
decide on the set's future. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known.

1

Communion Wafer Box Silver, engraved ‘Presented by Mrs E Schofield in appreciation of her son's fine Conway 
training 1958 - 60’.    Size  6" by 4". Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Communion Wafer Carrier Pewter, circular, cross on lid. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Communion Wafer Plate 1
Silver in wooden box. Presented by Mrs Ackers in 1896. Engraved ‘Presented to the 
Conway to the glory of God, and in memory of JLC Richardson and GS Coney Easter 
1896’.

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Communion Wafer Plate 2 Silver, engraved ‘To H.M.S. Conway A C Poll 1964/67’. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Communion Wine Carafe Plain glass. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Cross 1 (Brass)

Donated by Rev & Mrs Poyntz ,parents of A Poyntz (02-03). Worn engraving states ‘In 
thanksgiving of Almighty God for the preservation of Alban Rahere Castleton Poyntz ,on 
sailing ship Speke , off Port Phillip Island, Victoria, on February 22nd 1906. From his 
grateful parents.’ 1' 5" tall.

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1
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Cross 2 (Brass) Engraved ‘Faith’. 1' tall. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Cross 3 (Brass) RC Ornate design with crucifix. 1' tall. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Cross 4 (Silver) Silver Plated with Copper inlay. In memory of Cadet Bradford. 1ft  6 tall.           Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Electronic Organ Kept in the Chapel hut and then the new chapel Acquired by the BSF in 1974 but whereabouts now not known. It is assumed in simply 
ran out of steam!

1

Episcopal Chair Donated by Mr H P Rawlinson, father of cadet Rawlinson in Sep 1961. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Flower Vases (pair) Brass 7" tall, part of WWII Honour Board. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Font - Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Harley Memorial Plaque

A bronze circular plaque in a circular frame with silver mounts depicting the Fleet Air Arm 
badge (without the crown). On a silver plaque below: 'PRESENTED TO HMS CONWAY 
BY MRS W.R. HARLEY IN MEMORY OF HER HUSBAND FLYING OFFICER WILLIAM 
RONALD HARLEY (LIEUTENANT RN) KILLED OFF INVERGORDON. CONWAY 
11TH OCTOBER 1937. 1927-1930. PER ARDUA AD ASTRA.'

Held by the National Maritime Museum, London, Reference REL0081. 1

Honour Board GC Commemorating that gained by H. Brooke-Smith (88cm x 52cm). Painted black with gold 
lettering. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Honour Board VCs One board each for WWI: Bent, Bonner and Unwin (88cm x  52cm). One board for WWII: 
Fraser (88cm x 72cm). All painted black with gold lettering. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Honour Board: Lt Cdr Skinner killed in 
action HMS AMETHYST 1949 Brass Plate on Mahogany, 1' 1" by 5". Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Hymn Books 155 Ancient & Modern hymnbooks. Rubber stamped inside The H.M.S. Conway Llanfair 
PG, Anglesey. Merchant Navy Cadet School. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Hymn Books Five large Ancient & Modern hymn books. Rubber stamped inside The H.M.S. Conway 
Llanfair PG Anglesey Merchant Navy Cadet School. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Lectern With an inlaid red cross. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Lectern Brass 5' tall. Donated as a memorial to Captain Miller. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Lectern drapes Four drapes in green, purple, red and white covering church calendar. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Paten Donated by a Mrs Ackers. Silver. Engraved ‘Presented to the Conway to the glory of God 
and in memory of JLC Richardson and GS Coney. Easter 1896’.  Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Poppy Wreaths Two wreaths made of silk H.M.S. Conway. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1
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Prayer Books 155 Morning & Evening prayer books, The Church In Wales. Rubber stamped inside The 
H.M.S. Conway Llanfair PG Anglesey Merchant Navy Cadet School. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Prie-Dieu Presented by the cadets in memory of Captain A T Miller. Dark oak, 2' 1" x 3' 2".
It was misplaced when the ship was lost and spotted by chance many years later by 
Capt. Hewitt in a Conwy antique shop. He bought it. Later acquired by The Friends and 
is now in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Prie-Dieu In memory of Captain Coombs. Light oak, modern design, 2' 11" x 1' 8". Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Priest's Scarves Four scarves in green, purple, red and white with gold embroidered crosses covering 
church calendar. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Psalters Donated to Conway by Mrs Broadbent in January 1911 by Mrs Broadbent, wife of the 
captain Superintendent Presumed lost with the Ship in 1953. 1

RC Travelling Altar - Brass Bell - Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

RC Travelling Altar - Brass candle 
holders (3) They  fit into the lid. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

RC Travelling Altar - Brass Crucifix It fits into the lid. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

RC Travelling Altar - Chalices (2) 7" tall EPNS. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

RC Travelling Altar - Holy Water Chalice EPNS with ornate lid. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

RC Travelling Altar - Wafer Tray EPNS Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Suitcase Inscribed on top "TSS Nestor Church Service" Fitted for communion items but all 
missing. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Travelling Altar 1 With two lower drawers 1' 10" by 1' 1" by 1' 1" tall. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1

Travelling Altar 2
Apparently for RCs. Damaged with front outer panel and lock missing.  1' 10" by 1' 1" by 
1' 1" tall. Top drawer contains 15 Parish Missal books and 19 Sunday Mass books. 
Lower drawer contains travelling altar set - see Silver.

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 1
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Athletics Sports Top Cup
Donated in 1927. Awarded each summer to the best top athletics team.  
Electro Plated Nickel Silver. Two handles. No cover or stand. Height 26.5 
cms. Weight 55.5 ounces.

Permanently loaned by the Club to Kelly College. 1

B Gigs See Rowing Challenge Cup na 1

Badminton Cup See Julian Holt Cup na 1

Bannister Cup                                                        
(aka Sailing Cup)

Donated by Mr A C Bannister the father of J A Bannister (07-08) in April 
1910. It was for a one off knockout dinghy sailing competition in June and 
July open to any cadet who could muster a crew. The races proved so 
popular he kindly donated another cup in 1911. The competition was 
repeated in 1912 for the Mulock Cup and 1913 for the Reynolds Cup. In 
1914  a new permanent competition was introduced for the Moody Cup.

Both cups became the property of the winner whose name is not known. 1

Barnes Cup                                                          
(aka Gig Cup)

Donated in the summer of 1929 by A J Barnes (09-11) - a notable 
cartoonist and co-founder of the still extant Seven Seas Club. It was 
awarded to encourage ‘the type of rowing’ necessary to train cadets for the 
Conway - Worcester rowing race. It became the inter watch gig race (ship 
cadets only - see Goulding Cup). Also see Parker Cups.

It was loaned by the Club to the St Helena Shipping Co in 1991 for  
permanent display in the passenger area of RMS St Helena which also 
carried cadets in two cabins named Conway and Worcester. The cup was 
awarded annually to the cadet who produced the best kept log or project 
through their training period aboard. It was list during a refit and despite 
very  extensive searches it has not been found.

1

Bartlett Cup aka Breeches Buoy Cup

Donated on 8th December 1958 by Miss O Bartlett of Saskatchewan in 
memory of her father Capt. R Bartlett. He was not an OC; although there 
were cadets named Bartlett their years and names mean they were not her 
father . He was awarded it in 1898 by HM Government in recognition of his 
part in the brave rescue of 45 members of crew of the Hull steamer 
Londonian. It was the inter-divisional prize for Breeches Buoy lifesaving.

Donated during a ceremony on board HQS Wellington in 1976 to the 
Canadian Coast Guard College by the Conway Club. It was received by 
Mr J Galarneau.

1

Boxing Challenge Cup See Wevill Cup. Assumed returned to the donor or sold when Conway paid off, location not 
known.

1

Boxing Cup See Boxing Challenge Cup na 1

Breeches Buoy Cup See Bartlett Cup na 1

Broadbent Cup

Donated by Capt. Broadbent (Capt. Supt) in 1906 as the annual football 
challenge cup. Seems to overlap in purpose with the Roberts Cup. 
Assayed in Sheffield 1899. Silver flagon. No handles or cover. Stand. 
Height 37.5 cms. Weight 12 ounces. 

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

At paying off in 1974 all Conway's artefacts (all then referred to as "Trophies") were disposed of by the British Shipping Federation's Management 
Committee. For major items they asked the Conway Club Committee to identify suitable recipients but the final donation decisions were made by 
Conway's Management Committee, not the Club or its President. The then President, Commodore David Smith OBE RN, personally found homes for 
the figurehead, wheel, bell and model  A group of  60 or so items, mainly competition cups, were gifted to the Club with instructions that the Club should 
decide whether to retain or dispose of each item. The vast majority of items were sold at a special auction at Plas Newydd but we have not been able to 
obtain a copy of the catalogue to create an authoritative list of items sold. If you have a copy we'd really like to see it - alfie@hmsconway.org
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Captain Webb Memorial Shield                       
(aka Webb Shield)

The shield was the idea of Capt. L W Bayldon although his proposal was 
for a cup. It was donated by the National Webb Memorial Association who 
also funded the bust of him on Dover sea front and the national Webb 
Memorial Trophy. It was handed over by a Mrs Ward on sport’s day 1910. 
It carried a large portrait of Capt. Webb and was inscribed with the words 
‘Presented by the Committee of the webb memorial fund, 1910, in memory 
of Captain Matthew Webb, who was a cadet on board 1860-62. To be held 
as a perpetual challenge shield between the port and starboard watches 
for team swimming’. It was eventually decided to award it for the senior 
swimming relay race and the first race was on 6th July 1910. In the New 
Block it hung on the Mess Deck.

At some point, presumably in 1974, it was either gifted or loaned to the 
National Maritime Museum, Greenwich who have it in store.

1

Committee Cup Related to the Nelson Block Assumed returned to the donor or sold when Conway paid off, location not 
known.

1

Conway Gig v No 1 Co. Cup See RNVR Mersey Division Whaler Cup na 1

Conway Pangbourne Rugby Cup See Coronation Cup na 1

Conway Worcester Rowing Challenge Cup 

First awarded in 1890 for an annual  gig race and awarded thereafter until 
1906 when Worcester withdrew. Conway kept the cup in perpetuity. 
Assayed London 1890, weight 55ozs. Height 47 cms. Two handles and 
cover, no stand.

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Conway Worcester Boat Race Challenge 
Shield

Donated in the summer of 1897 by 62 Old Conways and Old Worcesters 
‘in the East’. It was the idea of a Captain Hardcastle. It was to be jointly 
owned by both ships and awarded annually to the winners of the Conway 
Worcester Rowing Challenge Cup. Awarded annually until 1906 when 
Worcester withdrew.  Resurrected in 1929 but suspended in 1939 by war. 
Worcester won it every year including the last and so kept the shield.

Worcester donated it to the Honourable Company of Master Mariners who 
have it in store.

1

Conway Worcester Rowing Challenge 
Trophy                                                                   
(aka Masefield Cup)

Donated by John Masefield in 1929 for the resurrected gig race. It was 
awarded annually from 1929 to 1939 when war intervened. It was raced for 
once more on 20th June 1959 (Conway’s centenary). Worcester won it 
every year including the last and so kept the trophy

Worcester donated it to the National Maritime Museum, London where it is 
in store

1

Conway Worcester Rugby Cup First played for in 1937 at Birmingham University. Conway Won 12  -  Nil.
Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1
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Coronation Cup

Donated by the Conway Club and the Pangbourne Society in January 
1954. To be awarded to the winner of an annual rugby match between the 
two establishments. Engraved ‘Coronation Cup presented by The Conway 
Club and The Old Pangbourne Society 1953’. 

Donated during a ceremony on board HQS Wellington in 1976 to the 
Pangbourne College by the Conway Club. It was received by Mr G Turner.

1

Cricket Cup The October 1970 Cadet magazine says this was awarded to Mizzentop. Assumed returned to the donor or sold when Conway paid off, location not 
known.

1

Cricket Challenge Shield

Donated by Charles F Goodhart (1877-78) OiC Customs Lower Floating 
Station, Shanghai, China in Jul 1907 to be competed for by port and 
starboard watches in an annual cricket match. It was made of silver in 
Shanghai. The lower part of each side was embossed with leaves and the 
upper side with a dragon surrounding a set of stumps, bails, a ball and two 
bats. Engraved ‘Starboard Watch v Port Watch Challenge Shield. C F 
Goodhart China Customs Service. July 1907”.

Donated during a ceremony on board HQS Wellington in 1976 to the 
Conway/Worcester/Pangbourne Association of Hong Kong by the  
Conway Club. It was received by Captain N A Krott. Donated by them on 
"permanent loan" to the Hong Kong Cricket Club in March 1976 as a token 
of thanks for allowing the their branch to use their premises for many 
years. The shield was to be competed for annually in a match between the 
HK Conway/Worcester/Pangbourne Association of HK  and the HK 
Cricket Club.

1

Dodd's School Quaiche See Dodds Trophy. na 1

Dodds Cup See Dodds Trophy. na 1

Dodds Trophy
(aka School Cup/Trophy)

Donated by Mr & Mrs Dodds in February 1960 in memory of their son A C 
P Dodds (58-59) who died of leukaemia during his Conway training. 

Assumed returned to the donor or sold when Conway paid off, location not 
known.

1

Drew Memorial Cup                                             
(aka Vaynol Cup)

Donated by Mrs Drew of Oswestry in the summer of 1920 in memory of her 
son Lt G Drew RN (06-08) who lost his life in HM submarine E14. It was 
intended as long distance swim but actually awarded for the 600 yard 
swim. Later it became the down strait swim, for 600 yds along the strait. In 
the October 1970 Cadet magazine it was awarded for the ‘Swim across 
the strait and back’ a dead heat between Elston and Shaw!  Assayed 
Sheffield 1893, weight 17.25ozs. Height 27 cms. Two handles, no cover, 
or stand. 

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

First Aid Cup See Wilson Reid Challenge Cup na 1

Football Challenge Cup
(aka Roberts Cup)

Donated to Conway by Dr A Roberts Esq., on behalf of his son in March 
1905 to be competed for between the Port and Starboard watches in a 
series of six matches. He also donated the Rifle Cup in 1910. Assayed 
Birmingham 1904, weight 25.5ozs. Height 25.5 cms. Silver flagon with two 
large overarching handles, no cover or stand.

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1
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George Hobson Cup See George Hobson Cup 1

Gig Cup See Barnes Trophy and Parker Cups na 1

Goulder Cup
The Cadet for December 1922 (page 78) reported on the award of this cup 
for inter-watch Cutter Rowing races. It may actually have been the 
Goulding Cup but this is not certain

na 1

Goulding Cup Inter watch gig rowing race (shore cadets only - see Barnes Cup and 
Parker Cups). 

Donated during a ceremony on board HQS Wellington in 1976 to the 
Conway/Worcester/Pangbourne Association of Victoria & Vancouver 
Island by the Conway Club. It was received by Captain J Mason.  They 
later gifted it to the Navy League of Canada Sea Cadets as a boat 
handling prize. It  is now presented annually by the Navy League of 
Canada Sea Cadets to the Corps demonstrating the highest degree of 
proficiency in small boat handling during their Spring Regatta. As many as 
300 cadets are involved in the competition.

1

Gym Challenge Cup See Poyntz Cup. na 1

Gym Shield Presented by Lt Cdr Ian Fraser VC DSO RD RNR (36-37). Awarded in the 
late 1930s.

Donated during a ceremony on board HQS Wellington in 1976 to the 
Conway/Worcester/Pangbourne Association of Vancouver by the Conway 
Club. It was received by Mr R Roberts.

1

Haig Cup See Haig Trophy na 1

Haig Shield See Haig Trophy na 1

Haig Trophy
Donated in 1945 by J E Haig RNR (41-43) to be awarded to the best 
divisional team in an annual mountaineering competition. The first winners 
were Fo'c'sle's Nestor.

Held by the Haig family in California but has been donated to The Friends 
for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Harley Memorial Shield
A note in the October 1970 Cadet magazine says the Harley Cup (Mirrors) 
was awarded to PS Cotgrove. If anyone knows his whereabouts perhaps 
he can provide more information. 

At some point, presumably in 1974, it was either gifted or loaned to the 
National Maritime Museum, Greenwich who has it in store.

1
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Hobson Cup                                                          
(correctly the George Hobson Cup)

Donated by George Hobson (06-08). Dedicated to the memory of his son 
George who died on board on 24th February 1908. Handed over onboard 
to the CPO, Cadet Raw, on Sunday April 6th 1908.  Presented annually 
from 1908 to the smartest top in the ship. Assayed Birmingham 1907, 
19.25ozs. On stand. Height 32cms. Two handles no cover. Engraved with 
winners’ names.

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Holt Cup See Julian Holt Cup na 1

Howard Davis Challenge Cup

Donated to Worcester by T.F.B. Davis in memory of his son Howard who 
was a Worcester cadet and gave his life for his King at the battle of the 
Somme in the Great War. For a one mile rowing competition between 
Worcester, Conway and General Botha in 12 oared cutters. The race was 
held on 29th June 1935 in the Royal Albert Dock, London. Worcester won 
and retained the Cup.

Donated by Worcester to the National Maritime Museum, London, 
Reference PLT0260.

1

Inter-Divisional Boxing Cup Donated 1958. Assayed Sheffield 1931, 11.5ozs. Height 20.5 cms. Two 
handles, no cover or stand. 

Assumed returned to the donor or sold when Conway paid off, location not 
known.

1

Inter-Divisional Cricket Cup See Powles Cup 2 na 1

Inter-Divisional Swimming Cup Two handles, stand, no cover. Height 20.5cms. Assumed returned to the donor or sold when Conway paid off, location not 
known.

1

Inter-top Team (Band & Mizzentop) Race 
Cup Height 15 cms. Two handles, no cover or stand. Assumed returned to the donor or sold when Conway paid off, location not 

known.
1

Johnston Cup    
(aka Junior Swimming Cup)
(aka Junior Relay Cup)

Donated by Mr T B Johnston in the summer of 1929 as a swimming trophy 
for ‘boys of small size … and over a short distance’. It was therefore 
awarded as a relay race cup competed for by Mizzentopmen and the band. 
It became the junior swimming cup but by  October 1970 it was awarded 
for the Junior Relay. Two handles. No cover or stand. Height 15 cms. 
Weight 4 ounces.  

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Julian Holt Cup Presented by him for badminton. Assumed returned to him or sold when Conway paid off, location not 
known.

1

Junior (Under 15) ¼ Mile Race Cup  Electro Plated Nickel Silver. No handles, cover or stand. Height 7 inches. 
Weight not known.

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1
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Junior (Under 15) 100 Yard Race Cup
Donated in 1920. Awarded for the 100 Yards race for under 15s. Electro 
Plated Nickel Silver. No handles, cover or stand. Height 7 inches. Weight 
not known.

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Junior Cross Country Challenge Cup

Donated to Conway by the Management Committee in 1897 and awarded 
for junior cross-country racing. Highly embossed decoration. Assayed 
Sheffield 1896, 17ozs. Stand with EPNS band engraved with names of 
winners. Two handles, no stand or cover. Height 30 cms. 

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Junior Relay Cup See Johnston Cup na 1

Junior Swimming Cup See Johnston Cup na 1

Lady McIver Cup Awarded for Swimming the Straits in at least 1949. Assumed returned to the donor or sold when Conway paid off, location not 
known.

1

Lifesaving Cup See Royal Lifesaving Society Cup na 1

Lobe Jones Parry of Madyrn Cup

Donated to Conway by the Management Committee in 1897 for rifle 
shooting. Before purchase it had been engraved ‘to the volunteers of 
Caernarvonshire 1875’. Set on three legs in the form of crossed rifles. 
Assayed Birmingham 1863, 6.5ozs. Height 17.5 cms. No cover. 

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Marksman of the Year Cup See West Cup. 1

Masefield Trophy See Conway Worcester Rowing Challenge Cup 2 na 1

McNab Cup see Pentathlon Cup na 1

Mitchell Cup                                                       
(aka Boxing Cup)           

Donated by H J Mitchell in December 1922 on behalf of his son Cadet 
Captain Leonard J H Mitchell (20-22) to be awarded to the best boxer 
under 8st. Assayed London 1922, 55.5ozs. Stand. Two handles, large 
cover, deep stand. Height 29cms.

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1
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Moody Cup

This was donated in the spring of 1916 by Mrs Day and other relatives of J 
Moody (02-03) who lost his life in Titanic. It was the challenge cup for 
sailing dinghy races and awarded to the helmsman. It was inspired by very 
successful dinghy races for the Bannister Cups in 1910 and 1911, the 
Mulock Cup in 1912 and the Reynolds cup in 1913. The cup is 16” high 
and weighs 50ozs. Its main inscription is  ‘IN REMEMBRANCE OF 
JAMES PAUL MOODY (1902-03) Sixth Officer of the Titanic who was 
drowned doing his duty to the last when his ship went down after striking 
an iceberg on 14th April 1912. Quit ye like men be strong’. On the revers is 
engraved ‘HMS CONWAY CHALLENGE CUP FOR SAILING DINGHY 
RACES’. It is now the Conway Club Cruising Association Cup for the best 
Annual Cruising Log submitted by an Old Conway although it has not 
been awarded for many years.      

Donated during a ceremony on board HQS Wellington in 1976 to the 
Conway Club Cruising Association by the Conway Club. It was received 
by Vice Admiral Sir David Clutterbuck. It is now owned by The Friends 
and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Mulock Cup

Donated by Mr F C Mulock, ‘one of the best small boat helmsmen on the 
North Devon coats’,  in Summer 1912. It was a follow up of the Bannister 
Cups in 1910 and 1911 and preceded the Reynolds Cup in 1913. In 1914 
the series of annual cups was replaced by a new permanent competition 
for the Moody Cup. It was for a one off knockout dinghy sailing competition 
that open to any cadet who could muster a crew. 72 cadets participated in 
18 crews

The races were won by Williamson’s crew and the cup became his 
property.

1

Norbury Cup

Donated by the earl of Norbury in 1908. Originally the annual cross 
country race cup, later for the ‘New Block’. Two small holes in side of cup. 
Electro Plated Nickel Silver. Goblet shape Stand. Height 36 cms. No 
handles or cover. Two tiered stand with EPNS bands engraved with 
names of winners.

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Old Boys Sailing Shield See Sailing Trophy / Shield.

Pang Cup See Coronation Cup na 1

Parker Cup Awarded for A and B gig races in the years when there were ‘ships’ rather 
than Divisions/Tops.

Assumed returned to the donor or sold when Conway paid off, location not 
known.

1

Partridge Cup See Tennis Challenge Cup na 1

Pentathlon Cup       
(aka McNab Cup)

Donated to Conway by Alec McNab (63-67). Awarded each summer for 
the winner of the pentathlon competition. Assayed Birmingham 1937. 
14.25 ozs. On a stand, no cover. Height 25.5 cms. 

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1
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Perkins Cup

Donated to Conway by Mr & Mrs H C Perkins in 1950. Awarded annually 
to winner of a 7-a-side tournament open to all members of staff and tops. 
Assayed London 1909, 37.5ozs.  Height 28 cms. Two handles, no stand or 
cover. 

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Pilkington Shield Presented by Col Pilkington MP for rowing and awarded for the inter watch 
cutter rowing race. Large mounted shield circa 3’ high.  

Donated during a ceremony on board HQS Wellington in 1976 to the 
Conway Club of Australia by the Conway Club. It was received by 
Commodore A  Wilis.  On their behalf he immediately donated it to Kelly 
College where it is displayed in Conway House.

1

Pledger Cup

Donated by Malcolm Pledger (41-43) for use as the inter-divisional 
Summer sports challenge cup. By 1970 it was awarded for best overall 
performance in all sports. Assayed Birmingham 1923, 8ozs. On stand with 
EPNS band engraved with names of winners. Height 31cms. No handles 
or cover. 

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Port Dinorwic Challenge Cup      
(aka Williamson Cup)

Donated by W G Williamson of PD Sailing Club in September 1957 to be 
awarded to the winner of inter-divisional sailing races to be held off PD. By 
1970 it was for races in the Fifes.

Either gifted or loaned to San Francisco Maritime Museum by the Club 
many years ago but it is not known if they still have it.

1

Powles Cup 1 Awarded for Lifeboat Drill. Assumed to have been donated to Conway 
originally by Capt. T W Powles (1860-61).

Donated many years ago by the Club to Mr. Karl Kortum, Director of the 
San Francisco Maritime Museum, in recognition of the great work of 
importance carried out by him in preserving or causing to be preserved so 
many fine ships. It is not known if they still have it.

1

Powles Cup 2                        
(aka Inter-Divisional Cricket Cup)

Donated by Capt. T W Powles (1860-61) in 1911. Originally presented to 
him by J C Pasco, Chronometer Maker of San Francisco for the greatest 
number of wins in the mercantile marine regatta at Martinez in 1897 by his 
ship the James Kerr. Awarded annually to the smartest top ashore as the 
land equivalent of the Hobson Cup. First awarded in 1951 to Mizzentop. 
From 1955 used as the inter-divisional cricket cup.  Electro Plated Nickel 
Silver (EPNS). No handles or cover. On a stand with EPNS band 
engraved with names of winners. Height 31cms. Weight not known. 

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Powles Cup 3

Bequeathed by Capt. TW Powles (1860-61) to Conway. It was originally 
presented to him by members of the CMCC (Calcutta M?? Cricket Club?). 
Awarded as a Sports Challenge Cup. Not to be confused with the Sports 
Challenge Cup donated in the autumn of 1919 by C Wenner (1894-95) 
and his friend Mr R B Kershaw. No handles or cover. Stand with names of 
winners engraved on a band of Electro Plated Nickel Silver. Height 22 
cms. Weight not known.

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1
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Poyntz Cup                            
(aka Gym Challenge Cup)

Donated in 1961 by Captain A R C Poyntz RIN (02-03) to be awarded as 
the championship cup for gymnastics. Height 21.5 cms. Two handles, no 
cover or stand. Engraved with winners’ names. Height 21.5cms but weight 
not known.

At paying off in 1974 the Conway Club suggested that it be donated to  R J 
Poyntz as his uncle Capt. Poyntz DSC RIN (02-03) had donated it to the 
ship. He in turn would donate it to Kelly College but this appears not to 
have happened. It is now owned by the Club but on permanent loan to The 
Friends of HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Reynolds Cup

Donated by Cadet R Reynolds (11-13) as a follow up of the Bannister 
Cups in 1910 and 1911 and the Mulock Cup in 1912. In 1914  a new 
permanent competition was introduced for the Moody Cup. The Reynolds 
Cup was an ivory cup mounted in silver. for a one off knockout dinghy 
sailing competition that open to any cadet who could muster a crew. 72 
cadets participated in 18 crews.

The races were won by Williamson’s crew and the cup became his 
property.

1

Rifle Cup
Believed donated by Mr Arthur Roberts in June 1910 for an annual  
shooting competition open to all members of the shooting group. He also 
donated the Football Challenge Cup.

Assumed returned to the donor or sold when Conway paid off, location not 
known.

1

RNVR Cup                                                                 
(aka Rowing Trophy                                                
aka Conway Gig v No 1 Co. Cup).

Donor not known but it was presented after a gig race on 5th Jul 1907 
between Conway and the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserves’ Mersey 
Division. The race was held again in 1908 but as a cutter race. From 1909 
it was awarded every summer to the winning inter-top B gig's crew. Height 
15.5 cms. Two handles, no cover or stand. 

Donated during a ceremony on board HQS Wellington in 1976 to the 
Canadian Coast Guard College by the BConway Club. It was received by 
Mr J Galarneau. At some point it must have been returned to the Club as 
they have it on permanent loan to The Friends of HMS Conway for display 
in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Roberts Cup See Football Challenge Cup na 1

Rowing Bowl The October 1970 Cadet magazine says this was awarded to Mizzentop 
but it is not clear whether it is the same as the Rowing Cup (see below).

Assumed returned to the donor or sold when Conway paid off, location not 
known.

1

Rowing Challenge Cup       
(aka B Gig Cup) For B gig race held in the summer. Awarded in 1970. Assumed returned to the donor or sold when Conway paid off, location not 

known.
1

Rowing Trophy See RNVR Cup.

Royal Lifesaving Society Cup Silver cup. Donated by an unknown person in November 1958. To be 
competed for annually in the Royal Lifesaving Society tests. 

Assumed returned to the donor or sold when Conway paid off, location not 
known.

1

Rugby Cup Nothing more is known but assumed to be for an inter-top competition. Assumed returned to the donor or sold when Conway paid off, location not 
known.

1

Sailing Cup See Bannister Cup and Simms Cup na 1
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Sailing Trophy / Shield                                          
(aka Old Boys Sailing Shield)

Donated by the Conway Sailing Group. Awarded to the winners of the Old 
Boys v The Ship sailing race 1965 - 74.

Donated during a ceremony on board HQS Wellington in 1976 to Mr J 
Southwood by the Conway Club. It was received by Mr J Southwood who 
later donated it to The Friends. it is displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

School Cup See Dodds Trophy. na 1

Scorpions’ Cup                  
(aka Sportsman of the Year Cup)

Donated the Scorpions Skiffle Group in 1964 by to be awarded to the 
term's outstanding sportsman. By 1970 it had become the Sportsman Of 
The Year Cup.  Assayed Birmingham 1913. Weight 7.5 ozs. Two wide 
handles, no stand or cover. Height 14.5cms                                                                               

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Simms Cup

Donated by M J Simms in October 1959 on behalf of his son W J Simms 
(58-59). To be awarded for sailing. By 1970 it was awarded for swimming 
sports. Electro Plated Nickel Silver. Two handles. No cover or stand. 
Height 20.5 cms. Weight not known.

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Snowdon Trophy

The trophy was carved into a wooden panel, perhaps from the ship. It 
shows Snowdon from Llyn Glaslyn off the Pyg Track, with two camp fires. 
It was awarded every term from Easter 1947 to Summer 1964 to the top 
Patrol. Side and bottom plaques list the names of wining Patrols and their 
leaders. 

At paying off in 1974 the Conway Club suggested that it be donated to the 
Boy Scouts' Association but this appears not to have happened. It is now 
owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Spittlehouse Cup

Presented by J I Spittlehouse in September 1961 to be awarded annually 
to the runner up in the Moody Cup sailing competition. Assayed Sheffield 
1909 15.25 ozs. Awarded 1961-74. Two handles, stand and cover. Height 
t 33cms.

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Sports Challenge Cup           
(aka Wenner Cup)

Donated in the autumn of 1919 by C Wenner (94-95) and his friend Mr R B 
Kershaw in memory of cadets who fought in WWI.  It was to be awarded to 
the most successful sportsman of the year including athletic sports, boxing 
and Easter 1st XV. First awarded 1919 to cadet Bleasdale. Assayed 
Sheffield 1897, weight 38.25ozs. Height 30 cms. Two handles and cover, 
no stand. 

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Sports Challenge Cup - Juniors                                  
(aka Thorpe Cup)

Donated by Mrs Thorpe, Mrs Harris and Cadet Captain SJC Thorpe in July 
1924Awarded for junior cross-country racing. Art deco style vase with two 
fish headed handles. Assayed London 1924, 21.25ozs. Stand, no handles 
or cover. Height 30 cms. 

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Sports Cup Donated in 1933. Height 7.6cms. Nothing else known.
Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1
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Sports Top Cup Athletics cup. Assumed returned to the donor or sold when Conway paid off, location not 
known.

1

Sportsman of the Year Cup See Scorpions Cup na 1

Stewart-Hutchinson Cup Not known of before 1970 when it was awarded to the ‘second-largest 
entry’.

Assumed returned to the donor or sold when Conway paid off, location not 
known.

1

Swimming Sports Cup See Simms Cup na 1

Tennis Challenge Cup                                     
(aka Partridge Cup)

Donated to Conway by Major & Mrs J E C Partridge in 1922, originally for 
a Starboard v Port tennis competition. Awarded during the late 1930s and 
in 1970. 
Assayed Birmingham 1921, Weight 9ozs. Height 16cms. Two handles, no 
cover or stand. 

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Tennis Cup  - Staff v Cadets Last known award was in 1970. Assayed London 1912, weight 9 ozs. 
Height 11 cms, Three handles, no cover or stand. 

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Tennis Doubles Cup Awarded during the late 1930s. Assumed returned to the donor or sold when Conway paid off, location not 
known.

1

Thorpe Cup See Sports Challenge Cup - Juniors na 1

Tug of War Cup

Engraved ‘Starboard vs Port 1909’ but then awarded each summer for the 
winners of the top tug of war competition. The last known award was in 
1970. Waisted goblet shape. Electro Plated Nickel Silver. Two handles. 
No cover or stand. Height 28.5 cms.

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Vaynol Cup See Drew Cup. na 1

Vaynol Trophy

Donated by Sir Michael Duff of the Vaynol estate opposite Plas Newydd in 
1951. Awarded for the cross strait swimming race from 1951 to at least 
1970.  Initially the race was from Vaynol to PN Dock bit later became a 
return race from PN Dock.  

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Webb  Shield See Captain Webb Memorial Shield. na 1

Webb Memorial Shield See Captain Webb Memorial Shield. na 1
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At paying off in 1974 all Conway's artefacts (all then referred to as "Trophies") were disposed of by the British Shipping Federation's Management 
Committee. For major items they asked the Conway Club Committee to identify suitable recipients but the final donation decisions were made by 
Conway's Management Committee, not the Club or its President. The then President, Commodore David Smith OBE RN, personally found homes for 
the figurehead, wheel, bell and model  A group of  60 or so items, mainly competition cups, were gifted to the Club with instructions that the Club should 
decide whether to retain or dispose of each item. The vast majority of items were sold at a special auction at Plas Newydd but we have not been able to 
obtain a copy of the catalogue to create an authoritative list of items sold. If you have a copy we'd really like to see it - alfie@hmsconway.org

Wenner-Kershaw Memorial Sports Cup See Sports Challenge Cup. na 1

West Cup             
(aka Marksman of the Year Cup)

Donated by Mr & Mrs Peter West in 1961 to be awarded annually to the 
best marksman. Their son,  J F West (58-60), was ‘our crack marksman’. 
Assayed Chester 1910, 7.25 ozs. Two handles, no cover. Stand with 
EPNS band engraved with names of winners. Height 13.5 cms. Weight 
7.75 ounces. 

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Wevil Cup                                                                
(aka Boxing Challenge Cup)

Donated in memory of Midshipman Frederick Arthur Valdimir Wevill RN 
(14-15) who died on service in HMS Vanguard on 9th Jul 1917. Awarded 
for the best boxer over 8st.  Three handled tankard. Assayed in Sheffield 
1901. Engraved with names of winners. No cover or stand. Height 15 cms. 
Weight 14.5 ounces.

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Williamson Cup See Port Dinorwic Cup. na 1

Wilson Reid Challenge Cup         
(aka First Aid Cup)

Donated by Dr J Reid's widow in May 1959 to be awarded to the best 
cadet of the year in the first aid examination.  Assayed Birmingham 1912. 
20.25 ozs, Two fish headed handles, no cover. Two tiered stand with 
EPNS bands engraved with names of winners. Height 26 cms

Donated to the Conway Club by the British Shipping Federation, 
Conway's then owners on paying off. On permanent loan to The Friends of 
HMS Conway for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1
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Barometer The Chairman’s Prize for 1942. Awarded to Cadet Monk (40-42) In private ownership. 1

Boxing Cup - Best Loser   1937 Donated by Corkhill (34-38). A small cup with two handles but no base. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Boxing Cup - Flyweights 1940 
Awarded to Cadet J Mayo (39-40) as the winner of the flyweight boxing 
competition in 1940. Electro Plated Nickel Silver. Two handles. No cover. 
Stand. Height 14cms. Weight not known.

Owned by the Club but on permanent loan to The Friends of HMS Conway 
for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Boxing Cup - Lightweights 1922
Awarded to Smith as the winner of that competition. 8” Inch Silver Goblet 
(Hallmarked Walker & Hall 17242 P). Engraved ‘H.M.S. CONWAY 
BOXING 1922. Feather Weights. F. SMITH. Conway 1921 - 1923.

Donated by Mr Michael S. Potts, High Sheriff Of Merseyside to The 
Friends in 2006 and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory.

1

Boxing Cup - Lightweights 1936 A small cup with two handles but no base. Donated to The Friends by A D Corkhill (34-38) and displayed in the 
Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Junior 100 Yard Race Cup 1920 The winner’s name is not known. Electro Plated Nickel Silver. Two 
handles. No cover. Stand. Height and weight not known.

Owned by the Club but on permanent loan to The Friends of HMS Conway 
for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Junior Long Jump Cup Year awarded and name of winner are not known. Electro Plated Nickel 
Silver. Two handles. No cover or stand. Height and weight not known.

Owned by the Club but on permanent loan to The Friends of HMS Conway 
for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Junior Sports Champion Cup 1930 The winner’s name is not known. Electro Plated Nickel Silver. Two 
handles. No cover. Stand. Height and weight not known.

Owned by the Club but on permanent loan to The Friends of HMS Conway 
for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Medal - Gymnasium  Boxed 1928. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Medals - King's Gold Medal Year and recipient not known. In the New Block it was kept in the 
Headmaster's Office. Not known. 1

Medal - Kings Gold (replica) Awarded to R Renfell 1913. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Medals - Queen's Gold Medal Year and recipient not known. In the New Block it was kept in the 
Headmaster's Office. Not known. 1

Medal - MMSA  1 Awarded to J Short 1906 (Silver). Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

At paying off in 1974 all Conway's artefacts (all then referred to as "Trophies") were disposed of by the British Shipping Federation's Management 
Committee. For major items they asked the Conway Club Committee to identify suitable recipients but the final donation decisions were made by 
Conway's Management Committee, not the Club or its President. The then President, Commodore David Smith OBE RN, personally found homes for 
the figurehead, wheel, bell and model  The vast majority of items were sold at a special auction at Plas Newydd but we have not been able to obtain a 
copy of the catalogue to create an authoritative list of items sold. If you have a copy we'd really like to see it - alfie@hmsconway.org
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Medal - MMSA  2 Awarded to R Reffell 1913. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Medal - MMSA  3 Awarded to K Munro 1918. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Medal - MMSA 4 Awarded to Harboard 1940. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Medals - MMSA
Year and recipient not known. In the New Block it was kept in the 
Headmaster's Office. It may have been one of those listed above but this is 
not certain.

Not known. 1

Medal - Rowing - Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Medal - Sports  Boxed. For athletics 1936. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

Medal - Sports (and colours) Awarded in 1936 for the half mile race, then 1937 for the relay race, 1937 
for 2nd Senior gym and gig race won by Port Mizzen.

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1

One Mile Race Cup 1936
¾  Pint 6 Inch Silver Goblet (Hallmarked Walker & Hall 1769 A). Engraved: 
‘H.M.S. CONWAY. ONE MILE OPEN 1936. PRESENTED BY CONWAY 
CLUB. R. A. TAYLOR. Conway 1935 – 1936’.

Purchased by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

One Mile Race Cup 1938 Awarded to A D Corkhill (34-38). A small cup with two handles but no 
base. 

Donated to The Friends by A D Corkhill (34-38) and displayed in the 
Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Relay Race Cup 1932
Awarded to each member of the winning team of the 1932 Relay Race. 
The names of winning team members are not known. Electro Plated 
Nickel Silver. Two handles. No cover. Stand. 

Owned by the Club but on permanent loan to The Friends of HMS Conway 
for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Rowing Cup 1912 8" silver cup engraved HMS Conway  Xmas 1912  Best Crew Port main  J 
E Pratt Cox

Donated to The Friends by the Pratt family and displayed in the Conway 
Chapel at Birkenhead Priory

1

Rowing Cup 1930
Donated by the family of D.A. Hewitt (52-54). 3” silver cup. Engraved HMS 
CONWAY”. Port Watch Racing Crew 1930. Small cup awarded to each 
member of the crew. 

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory

1

Rowing Cup 1934 Cutter race 1934. Awarded to E K Ballard. See Rowing Bowl in Silver - 
Competition Cups.    

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1
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Senior Gym Cup 1903 Simply marked Xmas 1903.                                                                                                     

Gifted to Kelly College by the Club, engraved ‘Presented by the Old 
Conways’. It was used as the house cup for the Kelly School Water Polo 
Club. To date Conway House seems to have won it more than any other 
house.

1

Shooting Cup 1911 8” silver cup. Extensive decoration. Engraved  HMS Conway Sports 1911 
Shooting Cup. Awarded to Pratt.

Donated to The Friends by the Pratt family and displayed in the Conway 
Chapel at Birkenhead Priory

1

Sports Challenge Cup - Seniors 1938 Won by W A Johnstone (37-38) on sports day Easter term 1938. Owned by Western Australia Conway Club. 1

Swimming Cup 1931 Name of winner not known. No handles, stand or cover. Owned by the Club but on permanent loan to The Friends of HMS Conway 
for display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Swimming Cup Junior 6 lengths 1915 Name of winner not known. No handles, stand or cover. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory.

1

Tennis Doubles Cup 1938 Awarded to the winner W A Mackintosh in 1938. Donated to The Friends by Nicholas Galitzine (59-62) and displayed in the 
Conway Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Watch Rawlings (1861-62) was presented with this watch by the Committee for 
the term’s best log

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at 
Birkenhead Priory. 

1
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Band - Bugle Donated by Tim Dunn (55-57). Recovered from Plas Newydd Dock. Distressed. 
Possibly used for signalling boats.

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory. 

1

Band - Bugle - Privately owned  by Doug jones (61-63) 1

Band - Instruments - 
Transferred to TS Indefatigable in 1974 but sold by them when they paid off. 
Current owner not known but rumoured to have been bought by Holyhead Sea 
Scouts.

1

Barometer

Mounted on the wall in the main entrance to the New Block at the foot of the 
right hand stairs. It was a brass barometer/thermometer weather station which 
the Duty Cadet Captain had to read several times a day. It involved winding the 
pressure measuring device down to the top of the meniscus of the mercury.

Recovered on closure by an OC and held by him still. 1

Barometer Origins not known. Described in 1974 as damaged and kept in Room F21. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Barometer Donated by Joseph Massey Harding Jones in 1873. Described in 1974 as 
damaged and kept in the New Block Art Room. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Barometer - Aneroid Donated in July 1965 by Mrs H G Howard, sister of H Glynn Williams (1893-95). 
Originally the Trinity House Prize won by him. Mounted in the Navigation Room. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Barometer - Mercurial
Donated in November 1965 by  Brigadier D V Phelps. Originally awarded to his 
father’s cousin Captain J M Harvey (17871-73) when he became Inspector of 
Coastguards. Mounted in the Seamanship Room.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Bell - Nestor's (brass) and separate 
clapper suspended from a four legged  
metal frame

Cracked. Donated by Mr L. Holt in 1953. Used to hang outside the Nelson Block 
but by Paying Off in 1974 it was in the "Paint Shop".

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, last known to be  in Birkenhead Town 
Hall Museum.

1

Bell - Rawalpindi's Used to hang in the Nelson Block. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Benches Three. Teak. Inscribed  D.J.C. Funnell 1958 - 60. Donated by the father of CCC 
D J C Funnell in January 1961

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory.

1

Benches Two. Teak. One inscribed  R.S. Bleakley 1957 - 60. One inscribed D Bleakley 
(59-62). Donated by Mrs M Bleakley in November 1962.

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory.

1

Benches Two. Teak. Inscribed  J.S. Pennington-Leigh    Died 3:5:63. Joined  1961. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory.

1

Bent VC's Medallions

These were personal items belonging to Lt Col P Bent VC (09-10) who was 
from Halifax, Nova Scotia. Items were his Cadet Captain's medal for winning the 
Hobson Cup in 1910, and his memorial death penny. They were mounted on 
part of the back of his khaki army uniform jacket 

Donated during a ceremony on board HQS Wellington in 1976 to the Canadian 
Coast Guard College by the Conway Club. It was received by Mr J Galarneau. 

1

At paying off in 1974 all Conway's artefacts (all then referred to as "Trophies") were disposed of by the British Shipping Federation's Management Committee. For 
major items they asked the Conway Club Committee to identify suitable recipients but the final donation decisions were made by Conway's Management 
Committee, not the Club or its President. The then President, Commodore David Smith OBE RN, personally found homes for the figurehead, wheel, bell and 
model  The vast majority of items were sold at a special auction at Plas Newydd but we have not been able to obtain a copy of the catalogue to create an 
authoritative list of items sold. If you have a copy we'd really like to see it - alfie@hmsconway.org
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Billiard Queue & Case 

Donated in February 1964 by Mr A H Smith, father in law of J Williams (40-42). 
Originally owned by Rear Admiral Sir Henry Blackwood, a friend of Nelson and 
Captain of the frigate Euryalus at Trafalgar. The queue was mounted on a 
display board in the House Games Room. Later it was moved to  the New Block 
Games Room.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Billiard Tables Two full sized tables. Donor(s) not known already in place in 1951. One was in 
the annex to the Nelson Block ashore

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. Certainly not still 
anywhere at PN.

1

Boer War Memorial Board
Originally donated to the Ship in 1959 by the South African branch of the 
Conway Club to commemorate Conway’s centenary. Repurposed with their 
agreement in 2017 as the Conway Boer War Memorial  

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory.

1

Bookends (pair) with copper anchors - Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory.

1

Bosun’s call
Brass and copper 1960’s era standard RN issue whistle with RN anchor on side 
held on a long brass chain. Used by the Duty Bugler to make calls to the ship’s 
company.

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Centre. 1

Brass Log spinner and governor - Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory. 

1

Brass Shell Case Gong Origins not know. Used to hang on the Mess Deck in the New Block. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Bust of HRH Prince Edward 

Presented to the ship early in 1931 by Mrs Alfred Woodall and her daughter to 
commemorate the visit to the ship by HRH The Prince of Wales on 4th Nov 
1931. One of a very limited edition ordered by the PoW and sold by the British 
Legion. It was displayed in a special oak panel on the Main Deck. See The 
Cadet April 1932 page 238.

Donated during a ceremony on board HQS Wellington in 1976 to the  
Honourable Company of Master Mariners by the Conway Club. It was received 
by Captain W Warwick. 

1

Calcutta Boat Race Cup

Donated by Capt T W Powles (1860-61). Awarded for the winner of a race held 
in Calcutta March 1893 between apprentices in port who had served in Conway 
or Worcester. It was the fourth time the race had been held but the cup was only 
awarded once. The names of Conway's wining crew are inscribed on the cup.  
Made in India. Stand, two handles, no cover. Height 32 cms. 12ozs.

Owned by the Club, it was loaned by the Club to Lyme Regis Gig Club for some 
years as the prize in an annual junior gig race. It was only competed for once so 
it was reclaimed. It is on permanent loan to The Friends of HMS Conway for 
display in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead.

1

Capstan Bars for the Dock Capstan Not known. Full set owned by The Conway Centre and stored safely in the Seamanship 
Room building. 

1

Casket Donated by the mother of M G Schofield (58-60) in February 1961. Silver Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Centenary Presentation Plaque Donor and details not known. It was hung in the New Block in the Dormitory 
Block South Entrance Hall. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Centenary Plate Westmorland slate. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory.

1
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Cigar & Cigarette Box
Donated by T Nixon (04-07) in December 1953. Silver and large. For use in the 
Captain’s quarters (later the Headmaster's Hopuse). It originally belonged to Mr 
Cater a master in the ship during Nixon’s time. 

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Cigarette Box

Silver. Lid Engraved ‘Presented to C. Catter R.N. by a few Old "Conway" Boys. 
ON THE OCCASION OF HIS WEDDING June 1906’.  Front engraved 
‘Presented to Captain E Hewitt by Old Conways as a token of their affection and 
as a mark of their appreciation for the splendid services given to H.M.S. Conway 
1977’.

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory. 

1

Cigarette Case Silver. Engraved G M Southwood circa 1934. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory. 

1

Citations for the Victoria Cross (x4) and 
GC (x1) Framed but origins not know. Used to hang on the Mess Deck in the new Block. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 

Priory. 
1

Clock Astral type ship's clock. Kept in the Seamanship Room at the Dock. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Conway Plate Probably not an original Conway cup but one purchased locally by OCs in 
Hong Kong.

Donated by local OCs to King George V School, Hong Kong but over the years 
the school has not respond to several requests about it. The most recent query 
was early in 2018.

1

Copper Containers Four nested pieces including the lid. Stored under the stage. Passed to the BSF in 1974 now owned by the Conway Centre. 1

Counterpane Two, one Mizzentop green, one Foretop red. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory.

1

Crests Board
This 3' x 1'3" wooden board had crests of Trafalgar, Dido and Camperdown 
mounted on it. It was hung in the New Block in the Dormitory Block North 
Entrance Hall. 

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Data Sheet HMS Nile Framed but origins not known. It used to hang on the New Block Quarterdeck. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Docking Telegraphs Set from Empress of England. Donated by Canadian Pacific Line in November 
1967. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Engine Room Telegraphs A pair kept in the Seamanship Room at the Dock. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Electric Steaming & Side Lights Donated by Lt Col E W Browne in January 1958 Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Film - Fire Down Below Donated by Mr J Martin on behalf of the MN & Airline Pilots’ Association in 
January 1963. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Flag of Submarine Ultor Framed but origins not know. Used to hang on the Mess Deck in the New Block. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Flint Stone - Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory.

1

Gig Race Pennant From the 1939 Conway Worcester race. Presented to Conway Crew Coxswain  
Robert Hutchinson (37-39) by Bossie Phelps, Rowing Instructor

Donated by Hutchinson’s family to The Friends and displayed in the Conway 
Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1
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Gong - Shell Case Donated to The Ship by the sister of J S Kirkpatrick (13-15) in November 1949. 
It was made from a shell case fired at the Battle of Jutland. It was hung in the Shore Mess Deck. Assumed sold on Paying Off in 1974. 1

Harley Memorial Plaque

A bronze circular plaque in a circular frame with silver mounts depicting the 
Fleet Air Arm badge (without the crown). On a silver plaque below: 
'PRESENTED TO HMS CONWAY BY MRS W.R. HARLEY IN MEMORY OF 
HER HUSBAND FLYING OFFICER WILLIAM RONALD HARLEY 
(LIEUTENANT RN) KILLED OFF INVERGORDON. CONWAY 11TH 
OCTOBER 1937. 1927-1930. PER ARDUA AD ASTRA.'

Held by the National Maritime Museum, London, Reference REL0081. 1

Ink Well
Donated by Miss Violet Baxter. 4” diameter silver ink well, hallmarked. 
Engraved: CADETS H.M.S. CONWAY  TO JAMES BAXTER ESQ, Christmas 
1931.

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory.

1

Library Books & Shelving
The library contained several thousand books and magazines donated over a 
period of 100 years. The shelves and furnishings were donated by The Conway 
Club.

Assumed all sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Medallion - Phillip Bent VC Origins not known. In the New Block it was kept in the Headmaster's Office. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Memorial Plaque - New Block Opening Included in the fabric of the New Block Quarterdeck to commemorate its 
opening by HRH The Duke of Edinburgh and unveiled by him. Passed to the BSF in 1974 now owned by the Conway Centre. Still in situ. 1

Memorial Board - Library 
A wooden memorial board was erected in the Library to acknowledge the gift of 
the shelving and fittings and to dedicate the library to the memory of those who 
lost their lives in WWII.

Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Memorial Plaque - Abandon Ship 

This brass plaque, mounted on the school’s chapel wall, records the thanks of 
Cadets who sheltered in the school for several days during the Liverpool Blitz in 
1941. It was this event that prompted the move to the Menai Straits (the bombing 
that is not staying at the school!).

Donated by the cadets to Mostyn House School, Parkgate, Cheshire, UK. The 
school and chapel have since been converted into private residences.

1

Office Typewriter Underwood model. Passed to the BSF in 1974 now owned by the Conway Centre. Stored under the 
stage.

1

Open Leg Table Square top, mahogany. 3' 9"tall,  by 1' 6" square. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory. 

1

Oscillator (three valve) Donated by Marconi in December 1953 for instruction in sound signalling. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Parallel Rulers (14") in wooden display 
box

Etched with the names of cadets who used them in the course of their studies  
between 1952  and 1959.

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory. 

1

Pennant                        Maintop 1955-57. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory. 

1

Piano Upright. Donated in August 1964 by Mrs Williamson of Wallasey and her 
daughter. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Piano & Stool Made by Weber. Donated in August 1964 by Mrs O Bibby of Birkenhead. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1
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Pilots Cup 1949
Following the successful transit of the Strait from Bangor to Plas Newydd in 
1949 the Captain Superintendent presented the Jones family pilots with an 
engraved silver bowl.

It is still proudly owned by the Jones family. 1

QB Bags

Three made of canvas with rope carrying straps. One is undecorated and has 
red and white painted ropework. One is undecorated and has plain rope work. 
One was made by Gasson in 1963 and is decorated with a coloured Conway 
Club crest.

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory.

1

Radio Believed to be from the Wardroom ashore. Passed to the BSF in 1974 now owned by the Conway Centre. Stored under the 
stage.

1

Rifles .22 but number not known but at least a dozen. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Ropework Display Case Samples of ropes and splices in a case presented by J D Newton of Liverpool. 
Kept in the Seamanship Room at the Dock. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Rowlocks Donated by Mr O’Brien Harding in Sep 1960. A set of four brass rowlocks from 
the Ganges' Captains’ gig. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Rugby Referee's Whistle Humph's ‘Old Faithful’ rugby whistle. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory. 

1

School Seal Die Brass. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory. 

1

Server Table Light oak, plain design. 3' 4" by 1' 9" and 2' 9" tall. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory. 

1

Sextants Too many to list as at least 60 were donated by OCs over the years Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Shield

Carved and silver-painted armorial shield of HMS 'Conway', school ship, on a 
larger, rectangular, landscape-format wooden board and placed against a 
stippled background. The item has lugs for wall mounting. The raised wooden 
shield bears a depiction of Conway Castle. Carved below is a ribbon with the 
motto 'QUIT YE LIKE MEN, BE STRONG'.

Held by the National maritime Museum, London, Reference HRA 053. 1

Silver Tray 1894 Presented by the cadets to Miss Grace C Miller, the Captain Superintendent's 
daughter as a wedding gift. Not known. 1

South African Centenary Shield See Boer war Memorial above.

Starting Cannons Donated in February 1960 by the parents of JCC G G Lee for use at the dock to 
start sailing races Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Station Pointer Donated in July 1969 by the widow of Capt R E Teague (06-08). Used in the 
Navigation Room. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Sword Midshipman’s sword. Donated by the Club to Kelly College and displayed in Conway House. 1
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Sword Commodore RNR's. Origins not known. In the New Block it was kept in the 
Headmaster's Office. Not known. 1

Teaspoon

Presented to Chief Cadet Captain Revill at Liverpool, in 1937 to commemorate 
the coronation and a special tree planting that then occurred. The spoon is in 
the shape of a spade. It is  presentation case, the maker was Penlington & Bu 
(illegible) of Manchester & Liverpool.

Conway House, Kelly College 1

Teaser
Kemp rope approx. 18” long with eye splice at one end and short back splice at 
the other. Used by Cadet Captains in 1949 to punish miscreants in the Gun 
Room.

Donated by J A Astbury (48-49) to The Friends and displayed in the Conway 
Chapel at Birkenhead Priory.

1

Telegraph Keys Donated by Marconi in January 1958. A dozen keys for installation in 
dormitories so that cadets could practise morse code. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Visitors' Signing In Book Book. Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Chapel at Birkenhead 
Priory.

1

War Medals Framed but origins and recipient(s) not know. Used to hang on the Mess Deck 
in the new Block. Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1

Watch Fob Original Conway MMSA crest in the shape of a shield In private ownership. 1

Wooden QB Wall Plaque

Made from a varnished section of tree trunk from the Plas Newydd estate by a 
cadet completing his training in 1967. Added in ink are the Conway castle 
badge and the Club crest with the words HMS Conway and 1964-1967. It is 
signed by his term-mates.

Owned by The Friends and displayed in the Conway Centre. 1

Yacht International Code Flags Donated by Lt Col E W Browne in January 1958 Assumed sold when Conway paid off, location not known. 1


